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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of the scenario-building exercise is not to predict the future, but to 
stimulate critical thinking to design a “common vision” and identify policy 
recommendations that might help to shape the future of bi-regional relations in a 
desired direction. The exercise did not start from scratch but built upon existing work. 
After identifying key trends and uncertainties, the regional scenarios presented in EC 
(2017) and IBD-Atlantic Council (2016) were taken as references. These two reports 
proposed five scenarios for each region, making for a total of 25 “bi-regional” 
potential combinations. Out of this universe four bi-regional scenarios were selected 
subject to the constraint that they were: (a) plausible, (b) structurally different, (c) 
internally coherent, and (d) useful to draw policy recommendations and make 
decisions. The selected scenarios were the following: 

Scenario 1: Continuity of current trends 

Scenario 2: EU narrows the focus 

 Scenario 3: Moving forward 

 Scenario 4: LAC backslides 

 

SCENARIO 1: Continuity of current trends 

Bi-regional relations fail to experience a significant departure from recent trends. On 
the EU side, except for social policy and those domains of science and technology 
that are of direct interest to EU industry under a variable geometry approach, none 
of the three policy dimensions of interest to EULAC-Focus is targeted for enhanced 
intra-EU cooperation. This limits the ability of EU institutions to deepen and expand 
the scope of bi-regional cooperation. The main constraint towards deeper and 
broader bi-regional cooperation comes from the LAC side: intra-CELAC cooperation 
remains very modest, which means that most of the action takes place, unevenly if at 
all, within regional groups. As a result, except in some topical areas where the EU is 
capable and willing to develop regional programs and invest the necessary resources, 
“bi-regional” cooperation takes the shape of closer relations with the most effective 
LAC sub-regional groups and/or strategically relevant partners. 

Science and technology dimension 

In the EU, STI´s major purpose is to benefit the economy and further development. 
STI cooperation with LAC is thus focused on industry and global issues, such as 
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climate change, biodiversity, health, digitalisation and the oceans). The increasing 
competition for resources also underlines the issue of natural resources and 
renewable energies. Leveraged by its funding, the EC remains the key actor in the 
promotion of bi-regional cooperation. Whenever common agendas and interests can 
be identified, selected European and LAC national funding agencies also engage in 
closer cooperation following a variable geometry approach. Main instruments of 
cooperation continue to be mobility programs and calls made under EC's framework 
programs open for international cooperation, complemented by mobility schemes 
and targeted calls jointly financed by national funding agencies, as well as RI 
collaboration agreements. However, only those LAC countries that have more 
developed STI systems are able to participate. EU-LAC summits and SOMs continue 
to provide the diplomatic umbrella for STI cooperation, but with no legal implications. 

In this scenario EU-LAC STI cooperation stabilizes but fails to live up to its potential. It 
continues to operate without legally binding agreements and is based largely on the 
willingness or the ability to participate. The growing influence of other players at the 
international level also consolidates the perception that the two regions remain a 
non-priority for each other. The networks and work relations established among 
individual scientists continue to be the preferred vehicles to channel connections 
across both regions. With the EC playing the role of the driver of bi-regional 
collaboration, the EU stays the main agenda-setter thus prolonging a long-standing 
imbalance in the relationship. The other side of the coin is that it makes the 
administration of cooperation easier.  

Social dimension 

A new paradigm of international cooperation for development reconfigures EU-LAC 
interactions. According to the new paradigm development is seen as an ongoing 
process in which countries at any level of income face development challenges. The 
new paradigm acknowledges multidimensional measures, embraces tailor-made 
national strategies and orients the multilateral agenda towards the 2030 SDGs. In 
this context, common (EU and LAC) interests and regional programmes gain 
importance over bi-lateral cooperation programmes. Thematic priorities of 
cooperation concentrate on the security-development nexus, good governance and 
sustainable and inclusive growth. For the EU, social cohesion remains an important 
horizontal issue through all priority areas.  

The EU fails to make significant progress towards a harmonized/unique European 
Social Model and to deliver on the demands for higher social investment. In LAC the 
combat against poverty and inequality continues to be the main social policy priority. 
Although poverty gradually recedes, inequality remains a key problem. Regaining the 
trust of society remains a major challenge for political leaders and various forms of 
political backlash are evident in both the EU and LAC. However, social issues 
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continue to be under-represented in EU-CELAC summits and no significant actions 
are implemented at the policy level. Development cooperation, historically the most 
important instrument of social relations between the two regions, follows the 
principle of “development in transition” which considers that countries of all 
development levels face development challenges and that all must respond to global 
challenges. The geographical scope of development cooperation is therefore 
widened, and “international” cooperation partly replaces the former logic of 
“development” cooperation. The “donors” and “recipients” relationship is 
rhetorically abandoned for “collaboration among equals”. However, the logic of 
“common interests” also means that the specific needs of poor countries risks being 
neglected.  

 Cultural dimension 

Cultural relations between the EU and LAC continue to grow slowly but sustainably 
as a result of the endogenous dynamism of cultural relations in a globalized world, 
the EU drive to build stronger cooperation links with regions with which it shares 
values, and (in spite of its internal diversity) the strengthening of LAC´s strategy of 
international cultural cooperation. Funding for cultural bi-regional cooperation is 
stagnant or falling, but since culture is a transversal issue relevant to other EU 
strategic programs (e.g. regional development, development cooperation, education, 
etc.) it continues to play a role in EU-LAC relations. Given their control of a significant 
share of available resources, major European and Latin American institutions and 
cultural organisations, cultural centres (the executors of several countries´ public 
external action) and organisations with an international vocation dominate the 
scenario. Modest initiatives to democratize access to other actors or sub-regions 
make room for creative strategies. The flow of resources, originating both at the EU 
and member states´ level, continues to be imbalanced and to go mainly from the EU 
to LAC. In this context, EU institutions and agencies focus on coordinating member 
states´ actions rather than developing an independent agenda of bi-regional cultural 
relations.   

This scenario shows a slow development of the bi-regional dynamics of cultural 
cooperation, based on voluntary participation and non-binding agreements. The 
internationalization strategy of the EU opens the door to an increasingly important 
role for culture as a tool of public diplomacy, combined and leveraged by other EU 
public policy priorities such as sustainable development, for which most LAC 
countries are receptive. Bi-regional cooperation focuses on the mutual enrichment of 
the cultural capital of people and institutions in both regions and on expanding 
markets for products of the cultural industries. Since the EU has designed a large part 
of its internal cooperation programs on the belief that strengthening networks 
eventually results in a growth in exchanges and collaborative synergies, this strategy 
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is replicated in its external action. However, public funds allocated to the area 
continue to be modest. 

 

SCENARIO 2: EU narrows the focus 

The deepening of certain key aspects of the single market continues to receive high 
priority in the EU. The concentration of EU’s attention and limited resources upon a 
reduced number of areas enables it to act faster and more decisively in those priority 
areas. However, agreeing on priority areas is difficult. Although the economic 
trajectory of LAC is moderately positive in absolute terms, it is muddied relative to 
the rest of the world. One bright spot is that governments are able to manage 
without undergoing major transformations. The dynamics of LAC regional integration 
also stays largely unchanged. CELAC survives as a forum for political dialogue and the 
promotion of diplomatic cooperation and exchange, but political heterogeneity 
remains a barrier to closer coordination and the implementation of common 
initiatives. Most of the action among LAC countries takes place in sub-regional 
groups. The scope of bi-regional policy cooperation shrinks in line with the 
recalibrated competences of the EU, where none of the three policy dimensions of 
interest to EULAC-Focus is targeted for enhanced intra-EU cooperation. This limits 
the ability of EU institutions to be the engine behind the deepening and broadening 
of bi-regional cooperation. The EU de-emphasizes the bi-regional approach to EU-
LAC cooperation and national policies and bilateral relations gain a more visible role.  

Science and technology dimension 

EU member countries reclaim sovereignty in deciding in which topics they get 
involved and at what pace. STI is not chosen to be one of the major cooperation 
areas. The EU encourages joint research labs/clusters and RI in countries that can 
contribute to areas of EU interest. In LAC, ministries responsible for STI and national 
research councils remain the main promoters of collaboration but lack the muscle 
and/or the resources to decisively shape STI cooperation with the EU. In this scenario, 
the bulk of EU-LAC STI cooperation shifts towards a bilateral, rather than bi-regional, 
basis and becomes more overtly dominated by national agendas.  

EU funding resources concentrate in areas seen as accelerators of economic 
development, enhancers of innovation capabilities and instrumental to deal with 
internal priorities (such as security, migration and defence). New global powers 
(remarkably China) partly displace European STI funding and presence in LAC in the 
areas of natural resources and raw materials. The determinant factor in this scenario 
is the EU gradual withdrawal from an aggressive internationalizing strategy and the 
concentration of attention within its borders. Willingness to cooperate on the EU 
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side exists only on topics of direct interest to the Union, mainly those that have 
straightforward economic implications or promise to cope with specific internal 
challenges. Cooperation shifts away from the bi-regional towards the multilateral (in 
search of excellence) and bilateral (where mutual interests can be more clearly 
identified and served) spaces. The main instrument to channel cooperation with LAC 
countries is bilateral agreements with priority countries, EC framework programs and 
mobility schemes. Access, however, becomes more restrictive.  

Social dimension 

The EU concentrates its resources and energies on a few “priority areas” considered 
vital, such as key aspects of the single market, increasing the risk of a “race to the 
bottom”. In LAC, where social policy has never been an effective part of regional 
cooperation initiatives, a more stable and uneven political outlook combines with 
persistent inequality and a weakened social contract. Citizens lose further trust in 
public institutions and new social movements gain more influence as compared to 
classical organizations (political parties, trade unions, etc). However, in some 
countries nationalist and populist leaders create backlashes in the aspirations and 
values of liberal democracy. These divergent trajectories mean that the social 
dimension of the EU-CELAC political dialogue narrows considerably. The EU gears 
priority issues towards employment and the adaptation of social security systems to 
a re-structured labour market in light of the digital economy. The LAC countries, in 
turn, lack the muscle and/or the shared perspective necessary to shape the agenda.  

Social innovation initiatives gain importance in EU-LAC relations, as the ties between 
social actors of both regions, forged through decades of cooperation and exchange, 
remain strong. Closer cooperation between these actors builds upon pre-existing 
networks (many initially developed by EU-funded programmes) that prove resilient 
and become a major force for bi-regional cooperation. This entails a rise of non-state 
actors like city-networks cooperating on specifically relevant topics like sustainable 
urbanisation. At a political level EU-CELAC summits lose relevance and almost no 
funding is committed from both sides, especially for social issues. Cooperation with 
sub-regional organisations develops very much in a similar direction. The SDGs 
provide a framework for EU-LAC relations, but the development of 
recommendations for targeted interventions in support of SDGs at the bi-regional 
level makes little progress. Similarly, although the SDGs offer the opportunity to 
dedicate special attention to developing and smaller countries (like the Caribbean or 
Central American), particularly on issues related to resilience, most of the action 
becomes a matter of bilateral initiatives.  
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Cultural dimension 

EU-LAC cultural cooperation tends to leave the space to bilateral cooperation by 
those countries with a long history of cooperation, either due to colonial legacy, 
migration flows or value identities (for example, the Ibero-American community). 
Due to the lack of a common EU vision, EU-LAC cultural cooperation follows the lines 
of national interests and established bilateral relations. Interactions are negatively 
affected by a reduction in the funds allocated to this area, as well as by a 
concentration of EU external cultural action in areas of maximum strategic interest 
(the southern Mediterranean, eastern Europe and, probably, Asia). The outcome is a 
diminished political interest to explicitly support EU-LAC cooperation, except for 
public relations and public diplomacy purposes. On the LAC side, the lack of regional 
leadership and the absence of a regional authority with a clear mandate on cultural 
policies strengthen the downgrading of this policy area in the bi-regional agenda.  

In this scenario the fragmentation and multiplicity of cultural actors intensify, and 
the bulk of bi-regional relations stay in the hands of large cultural institutions. In 
contrast, networks, associative platforms and the creation of spaces for formal and 
informal collaboration at the local level experience a setback. National governments 
exercise their decision-making power and gain an increasingly influential role, 
generating deeper involvement and commitment with their actions. The dynamics of 
innovation in the cultural field are reduced to private and inter-institutional 
initiatives or, at the inter-governmental level, to geographically asymmetrical 
bilateral or sub-regional programmes. The scaling down of EU-LAC relations boosts 
the development of relations between LAC and other regions of the world, in 
particular with the more technologically advanced countries, potentially interested in 
creativity and the significant dimension of the LAC market. 

 

SCENARIO 3: Moving forward 

EU member states decide to share more power, resources and decision-making 
powers across the board. The euro area is strengthened and there is a strong focus 
on completing the single market in the fields of energy, digital and services. Citizens 
also have more rights derived from EU law. In LAC, positive developments show in 
the quality of both domestic and regional governance. Realizing that they could 
benefit more together than apart, governments cooperate in making investments 
and coordinating policies thus increasing the region´s level of integration. The 
priority areas are infrastructure, education and skills, innovation policy, energy and 
financial coordination.  
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The deepening of regional integration on both sides of the Atlantic raises the 
relevance of regional institutions, but at a heterogeneous pace. The EU expands the 
scope of its competences and policies to many areas, remarkably in the social policy 
field but also in STI. However, in the area of STI the expansion of EU regional policies 
affects much more internal activities than their external dimension. Even in this 
positive scenario culture fails to be singled out as a priority area for EU collective 
action. The LAC countries strengthen their regional coordination and cooperation 
mechanisms, particularly in areas that have a positive impact on economic 
performance and social cohesion. STI gains more relevance in both the domestic and 
regional policy agendas. The similar challenges posed by the empowerment of the 
middle class and the existence of more responsive governments creates incentives to 
exchange experiences and best practices in the social policy field, particularly on 
initiatives geared to foster the integration of labour markets. A stronger focus on 
regional cooperation and integration gives CELAC a bigger role as a forum for intra-
regional coordination and exchange. In some particular areas, region-wide initiatives 
or the extension of sub-regional initiatives to the whole region make sense. However, 
innovation and experimentation remain critically located in sub-regional groups. 
Even in the context of these positive trends, large differences remain in the scope 
and depth of competences of EU and CELAC.  

Science and technology dimension 

In this scenario many different actors (private and public institutions, governmental 
and non-governmental entities, individuals) play an important role. The EC 
significantly raises the funds allocated to STI activities and some LAC governments 
launch mini-lateral cooperative initiatives. As some of these initiatives gain 
experience and succeed, the number of interested partners mounts, and 
coordination eventually falls under the umbrella of CELAC or similar organizations. 
More availability of funds enables not only the implementation of more ambitious 
mobility programs, but also of large cooperative research projects in which the LAC 
side becomes a more equal partner. In general LAC countries join forces to tackle 
regional problems and challenges and STI programs and instruments promote the 
integration of LAC groups of countries and/or sub-regions. Major topics include 
infrastructure, education and skills, innovation policy, energy and financial 
coordination and energy-integration (renewable energy). 

One major incentive for EU-LAC scientific cooperation is the fight against climate 
change. The LAC countries also find attractive to examine different ways to make 
compatible the exploitation of natural resources and sustainability. Due to LAC 
locational advantages, the area of renewable energies is a potentially fruitful area of 
cooperation for mutual benefit. In this scenario many factors come together to 
create a positive outlook for STI. The upgrading of LAC means that the region (or 
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some countries of the region) can formulate and promote their own priorities and 
decide in which areas and with which partners they want to collaborate. Bi-regional 
or bilateral initiatives effectively implemented have more substance and are more 
balanced in terms of interest and outcomes. The two regions work together to create 
a globally free moving society of researchers who can maximize their potential and 
focus on their work without having to deal with administrative hurdles.  

Social dimension 

In this scenario LAC and EU become key actors in the implementation of the 2030 
Agenda and the Paris Agreement. The two regions intensify their mutual efforts for 
achieving progress in societal challenges. Due to its growing stake in the global public 
goods agenda, LAC becomes a more equal partner and region-to-region peer 
learning is easier. The European Pillar of Social Rights becomes a success story and 
contributes decisively to harmonise social policies and social rights at a EU-level, 
enabling a multi-faceted and multi-stakeholder dialogue on welfare reform and 
social relations. It also becomes an international showcase model, opening a door to 
the exchange of experiences with LAC. The EU-CELAC bi-regional dialogue installs a 
joint committee on social inclusion, which is co-funded by countries of the two 
regions and supports cooperative high impact actions to promote social inclusion. 

The 2030 Agenda gives new impetus to cooperation on social issues between EU and 
LAC. EU-CELAC summits pursue a more holistic approach and integrate social welfare 
and environmental protection into economic development, emphasizing a human 
development approach. Bi-regional cooperation is structured alongside main 
competencies of both regions: the EU contributes the experience gained from the 
implementation of the European Pillar of Social Rights (equal opportunities, fair 
working conditions, social protection and inclusion), while CELAC contributes with 
LAC countries experiments in social citizenship, participatory democracy, poverty 
reduction, inter-culture and non-discrimination. The EU-CELAC dialogue introduces a 
bi-regional mechanism following the Open Method of Coordination approach. 
However, since CELAC remains mainly a dialogue and policy coordination forum and 
lacks legal competences in the social policy field, effective implementation stays in 
the hands of LAC national governments. The new approach to international 
cooperation makes easier for the EU to expand cooperation with LAC middle-income 
countries, somehow neglecting the poorest countries in the region. The principle of 
“development in transition” is implemented rather successfully and deepens the 
relationship between the EU and LAC to tackle regional and global challenges.  

 Cultural dimension 

Although culture does not become one of the priority areas for collective policies, 
the EU continues to develop its cultural diplomacy, which gives it greater visibility 
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with relatively little investment. Moreover, EU institutions succeed in developing a 
coordinating role of Member States´ actions in the bi-regional cultural arena. The 
LAC countries share an interest in fostering cooperation with the EU, since it can help 
to develop and expand the role of creative industries. Greater political stability in 
both the EU and LAC reinvigorates the bi-regional cultural dialogue through the 
financing of joint sector programs and funds. EU external cooperation programs are 
extended to most of the LAC area (e.g. enlargement of the MERCOSUR audio-visual 
program) and more strategic partnerships are established. In the most optimistic 
scenario, the two regions make progress towards the establishment of a common 
market allowing for the free movement of cultural professionals and goods. Aside 
from politically correct rhetoric, economic and political interests boost investment in 
resources and the reduction of barriers to cooperation. 

The traditional role of governmental mechanisms is complemented by a proliferation 
of new actors, institutions, networks, collaborative platforms, associations, 
foundations, cultural centres and spaces of cultural coexistence. The fragmentation 
of the cultural and creative sector and some social and geographical asymmetries do 
not disappear. However, the existence of more cooperation funds helps to overcome 
isolation and to build a more balanced relationship. The EU and LAC gradually build a 
cultural space where different cultures and languages can claim recognition, 
protection and visibility. The progressive movement towards the creation of a EU-
LAC cultural common market, with the elimination of customs and visa barriers, 
fosters a fairer and more equitable access for professionals from both regions, 
encouraging mobility. Greater international integration and external impetus have 
positive effects on the growth and development of cultural relations between the 
two regions.    

 

SCENARIO 4: LAC backslides 

Except for social policy and those domains of science and technology that are of 
direct interest to EU industry under a variable geometry approach, none of the three 
policy dimensions of interest to EULAC-Focus is targeted for enhanced intra-EU 
cooperation. EU common activities in the cultural area and in those domains of 
science and research that are not of direct interest to EU industry shrink. The EU 
focuses on its inner-circle of member states and shows incapable of leading an 
inclusive and liberal internationalization strategy: by adopting a variable-geometry 
politics, EU collaboration with LAC takes a backseat. Main EU drivers of bi-regional 
cooperation are coping with security threats and enhancing control. In LAC, in turn, 
both domestic and regional governance worsen. Fragile domestic governance, 
overwhelming internal security threats and regional fragmentation severely limit the 
scope for regional cooperation in the three chosen dimensions. LAC countries push 
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the dialogue with the EU on topics such as conflict prevention, peace keeping and 
the fight against organised crime on a predominantly bilateral basis. Development 
cooperation regains relevance in the area of social relations, as Europe reinstalls 
itself as a partner pursuing a holistic approach to confront illicit drugs and crime. But 
as LAC becomes an increasingly unpredictable partner, EU motivation gradually dries 
up. Damage control turns out to be the leading principle for bilateral (and whatever 
is left of bi-regional) cooperation under this scenario. 

Science and technology dimension 

One distinctive feature of this scenario is the emergence of influential new non-
governmental actors (like drug cartels and other organized-crime players) that bring 
disorder in many regions of LAC and severely disrupt the political stability of entire 
countries. Although they do not have a direct impact on STI, they profoundly affect 
the ability of LAC governments to become reliable partners and allocate enough 
funds for STI activities. Political and economic instability in LAC makes it very hard for 
the region to attract funding and to engage in STI cooperative initiatives. For the EU, 
partnership with other countries and regions of the world (particularly in Asia) 
becomes much more attractive and reliable than with LAC.  

EU member states strengthen industrial cooperation in a number of cutting-edge 
technologies, products and services, but efforts are focused on domains of applied 
science and research that provide opportunities to foster economic development 
and expand to new markets, including energy and the digital sector. Another priority 
area is defence, where cooperation among some countries is deepened in terms of 
research, industry and joint procurement. In LAC the availability of matching funds to 
participate in EC framework programmes suffers, reducing the participation of LAC 
scientists in EC funded projects. EU-LAC STI cooperation shrinks to a few bilateral 
projects and programmes put forward by well-established institutional collaboration 
agreements. Priority areas for EU-LAC collaboration follow EU priorities and interests 
and focus on issues such as climate, energy infrastructure, transportation and the 
digital economy, areas in which European business sees opportunities to access new 
markets. The mix, however, changes depending on the partner.  

This scenario brings with it a worsening environment for STI in LAC and a collapse of 
intra-LAC STI collaboration. The EU gradually loses interest in an unstable region that 
moves consistently away from the scientific frontier. In so far as some cooperation 
survives, it is driven by the EU agenda and is limited to topics where LAC has some 
irreplaceable locational advantage. Natural resource preservation in the context of a 
governance crisis becomes a priority issue. However, the counterpart for 
cooperation is unlikely to be LAC governments but other third country governments, 
local organizations or global NGOs. Lacking funding and equipment, the next 
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generation of researchers is brain-drained from LAC to other regions of the world, 
including the EU.  

Social dimension 

In a globalised digital world, where business concentration reaches new heights, 
governmental actors strive to maintain their policy space. Regional organisations and 
integration projects are discredited in the eyes of the public and public 
dissatisfaction breeds heterogeneous national strategies. EU-CELAC summits lose the 
limited credibility that they once had and, although international institutions and 
forums rarely die, they are disregarded by most governments. This is especially true 
in the social dimension. Due to political destabilisation in LAC, the EU de-emphasizes 
the political dialogue with CELAC and resorts to more basic development aid and 
disaster relief instruments. There is also a new appearance of informal networks of 
non-institutionalised actors. As governments lose legitimacy and internal insecurity 
threatens state´s control over its territories, NGOs, city networks and local leaders 
(ethnic movements, syndicates, etc.) become key actors in EU-LAC social 
development cooperation.  

Due to the conditions prevalent in LAC security issues become critical and provide a 
common focal point for EU-LAC relations, encouraging the development of 
programmes for data-driven public safety and security policies. However, the 
governance crisis stays in the way of effective implementation. Illicit drug production 
and drug trafficking are main sources of violence in LAC, impacting negatively on key 
social indicators such as health, life expectancy, education, human rights and poverty. 
Most vulnerable groups suffer severely from the impact of the war on drugs and 
organized crime. Combating illicit drugs and organised crime remains a priority issue 
in EU-LAC relations and the European approach continues to be more nuanced than 
just engaging in a war on drugs. As some LAC countries and local governments 
refocus their efforts in the direction of preventive methods to reduce demand, 
Europe´s experience can be useful to bring in a new focus on social reintegration and 
rehabilitation. Development cooperation gains importance in EU-LAC relations as it 
purports to mitigate the impacts of negative trajectories in LAC. But it suffers serious 
setbacks in terms of alignment, coordination and harmonisation of efforts. EU-LAC 
cooperation underperforms in developing targeted actions for the promotion of the 
SDGs.  

 Cultural dimension 

This scenario outlines a future of increased turmoil for LAC leading to a worsening of 
internal and bi-regional inequalities. In the meantime, the EU keeps operating in a 
landscape of variable geometry. In this scenario LAC budgets for culture are greatly 
reduced, with deep effects on small and medium-sized actors. Even though the 
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unstable situations boost local entrepreneurship for survival reasons, this scenario is 
clearly the least favourable for UE-LAC cultural relations. The lack of credibility and 
the unpredictability of LAC as a partner redirects the attention of the EU toward 
other regions of the world. But paradoxically, the unstable internal situation in LAC 
pushes local cultural actors to look for international cooperation support schemes, 
including those of the EU.  

European cultural action tends to focus on countries that, due to their dimension or 
other peculiarities, have a strategic interest for the EU. In this context, bilateral and 
EU-national relations become dominant. The withdrawal of EU institutions at the bi-
regional level means that mainly large EU countries with historical/traditional bonds 
with LAC and pre-existing multilateral frameworks /such as Ibero-American 
cooperation, Francophonie, etc) are the only ones capable of maintaining a presence 
in the region. Efforts made to improve cooperation (e.g. through networks and 
platforms) and individual strategies for entrepreneurship diversify the players, 
opening new opportunities for action and overcoming traditional structures of 
cultural cooperation. However, fragmentation generates other kinds of problems.  

Increasing inequalities in LAC widens the existing gap between the two regions. Since 
cultural projects are not considered effective in improving equity and territorial 
cohesion, it remains a marginal topic in the bi-regional agenda. The backsliding of 
LAC leads the EU to focus on bilateral actions as opposed to bi-regional cooperation. 
The opportunity to create collaboration networks with other European operators is 
reduced to individual initiatives, with limited capacity to reach the wider region. 
Actions concentrate around elite places or interests, and only those cultural activities 
that have an economic interest continue to flourish.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The document D6.2 – Ref: WP6-Dl-05 - proposed a methodology to build bi-regional scenarios 

relevant for the EULAC-Focus project. The objective was to design bi-regional scenarios helpful to 

identify alternative paths for the cultural, scientific and social dimension of EU and CELAC relations. 

A “Scenarios Background Paper” (project document Ref: WP6-Rd-104) was prepared to frame the 

discussions and provide inputs to launch the scenario-building exercise at the Buenos Aires project 

Workshop (November 2017).  

The scenario building exercise is not an end in itself, but an input for the development of a common 

vision and an action plan/roadmap for renewed cooperation in the above-mentioned fields. The 

action plan/roadmap is expected to contribute towards providing a clearer strategic orientation to 

bi-regional cooperation. Development of a “common vision” and identification of concrete policy 

recommendations are expected to be two key outputs of the EULAC-Focus project.  

After considering the recommendations made in the methodology document (Report WP6-Dl-05) it 

was decided that the scenario building exercise would not start from scratch but would build upon 

existing work. After undertaking a survey of the “state of the art” three reports were selected as key 

references, namely: a) the ESPAS report “Global Trends to 2030” (ESPAS, 2013); b) the European 

Commission “White Paper on the Future of Europe” (EC, 2017); and c) the IDB-Atlantic Council 

report “LAC and the Caribbean 2030: Future Scenarios” (IDB-Atlantic Council, 2016).1 The ESPAS 

report (complemented by other background materials listed below) was taken as the main source to 

identify trends and uncertainties relevant to both regions. For the EU and LAC scenarios, we used, 

respectively, the EC and the IDB-Atlantic Council reports. The two regional reports are not strictly 

comparable: the EC report deals with the EU as an institutionalized actor, whereas the IDB-Atlantic 

Council report takes LAC as a non-institutionalized region. This asymmetry rightly reflects the 

differences that exist in the depth and institutionalization of the process of regional integration in 

both regions. We set year 2030 as the horizon for the scenario-building exercise, in line with the 

ESPAS and IDB-Atlantic Council reports. While the EC report builds EU scenarios for 2025, we 

considered it to be reasonably safe to extend the stylized trends to 2030. In addition to these three 

major inputs, we used as reference other reports produced by ECLAC, LDB/CAF, the National 

Intelligence Council and the Inter-American Dialogue (see bibliography).  

The scenario-building process started with the identification of: (a) Key Trends and (b) Uncertainties. 

Key Trends are defined as long-term dynamics (phenomena that have been increasing or decreasing 

over time and can reasonably be expected to continue) that will influence the future environment. 

Instead, uncertainties are questions that have no clear answer and that should be kept in mind as a 

result of their potential to substantially alter the landscape. Uncertainties can be social, political, 

geopolitical, economic, environmental or technological (IDB-Atlantic Council). Some Key Trends and 

Uncertainties are global in nature, while others influence mainly the regional landscapes.  

At the Buenos Aires Workshop participants discussed and validated Key Trends and Uncertainties. 

This exercise was intended to provide the consortium with a common background and a shared 

                                                           
1 Sections 2, 3 and 5-8 draw heavily from these three reports, including textual and quasi-textual 

paragraphs. For the sake of making this document more readable, this citation acknowledges credit 
for all of them.   
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framework to undertake the next steps: the scenario-building exercise and other forward-looking 

activities of the project. Following the Buenos Aires Workshop, Key Trends and Uncertainties were 

revised and/or adjusted to incorporate the result of the debates. The next two sections provide a 

summary of both.  
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2 KEY TRENDS TO 2030 

2.1 KEY TREND 1: A RICHER AND OLDER POPULATION, AN EXPANDING MIDDLE CLASS AND 

GREATER INEQUALITIES 

• In the period to 2030 global demographics will continue to change under the impact of 

increasing life-expectancy, declining fertility and rising levels of education (ESPAS). 

• Ageing will be a global phenomenon (ESPAS), but LAC will continue to enjoy a (shrinking) 

demographic dividend and an open demographic window (IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• With an average of 44,7 years Europe will be the oldest region in the world. LAC will be the 

second youngest with an average of 34,1 years - slightly higher than the world average of 

33,2 (ESPAS). 

• Ageing and long-term decline in the active population will put a downturn pressure on 

economies, destabilize social protection systems and render high level of youth 

unemployment permanent, undermining social cohesion (ESPAS). In LAC the effects of the 

ageing process will take longer to be felt, but an older demographic profile will shift the 

demand for social services (IDB-Atlantic Council).   

• If emerging economies maintain steady growth, ageing will be accompanied by a rise of the 

middle class. The global economy´s middle class is expected to double by 2030 and account 

for 60% of global population (ESPAS). In LAC the middle class is forecasted to increase by 

22% in absolute terms to account for 50,5% of total population (up from 47,2% in 2015). But 

the share of the rich in total population will increase even faster from 5% in 2015 to 8,6% in 

2030, confirming LAC´s position as the most unequal region in the world (IDB-Atlantic 

Council). 

• The growth of the middle class will take place mainly in cities, raising the world´s urban 

population. This will go hand-by-hand with an increase in the levels of education and access 

to new technologies (ESPAS). Although LAC´s period of rapid urban growth is largely over, 

urbanization will continue to take the share of the urban population to 85-90% of total 

population. One noteworthy trend will be the growth of both megacities and smaller cities 

(IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• The share of total population living in extreme poverty will be cut in half by 2030 (ESPAS). In 

LAC the “poor” will contract 7% in absolute terms and their share of total population will fall 

from 15,8% in 2015 to 12,9% in 2030 (IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• The rise of the global middle class and the growth in inequality will affect global migration 

flows, with a projected rise in South-South flows (ESPAS) 

• While levels of informal employment are expected to drop in LAC, the informal sector will 

still play a large role in most LAC economies in 2030 and informality rates in LAC will stay 

much higher than in other regions with similar levels of GDP (IDB-Atlantic Council). 
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2.2 KEY TREND 2: A MORE VULNERABLE PROCESS OF GLOBALIZATION AND A GLOBAL 

POWER SHIFT 

• The shift in the world economy towards Asia will continue, with China becoming the largest 

economy by 2030 (ESPAS). 

• The US will remain the dominant superpower (ESPAS), but geopolitical fault lines will 

continue to shape the international system (IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• The EU will still enjoy one of the highest per-capita incomes, but its share of global GDP will 

shrink from 23% to 15.5% between 2010 and 2030 (ESPAS).  

• Trade in goods will slow down while service and investment flows will rise (ESPAS). Global 

growth will remain volatile and LAC´s prosperity will be tied to swings in global growth rates 

(IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• Emerging nations will be a force for global economic and political change, but they may 

suffer from instability and internal conflicts (ESPAS).  

• Globalization will advance at different speeds in a more uncertain and contested regulatory 

environment 

• Emerging countries will remain vulnerable, as they will have to carry out domestic reforms 

to make economic growth sustainable (ESPAS).  

 

2.3 KEY TREND 3: A TRANSFORMATIVE INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION 

WITH UNEVEN EFFECTS 

• A technological revolution based on new industrial production, bio-scientific, 

communication and digital processes will transform societies (ESPAS). 

• The speed of technological change will accelerate (ESPAS). 

• This revolution may trigger a far-reaching reconfiguration of location of knowledge centres 

and innovation and industrial production (ESPAS). Technological changes will reshuffle the 

international division of labour and may influence LAC´s position in it (IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• Uneven infrastructure coverage will lock certain areas and regions out of the digital society 

(ESPAS). 

• Autonomous decision-making processes will rise rapidly (ESPAS). 

• Europe and the US will remain leaders in science and knowledge-creation, but worries will 

persist in both cases about applied research (ESPAS).  

• In LAC the number of people receiving little to no education will decrease substantially, but 

school completion levels will remain much lower than the OECD average. With a relatively 

small percentage of people with an advanced education, economies will have more 

difficulty competing at the global level in high-value-added sectors (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• Given no major policy interventions or unexpected boosts to the global economy, LAC´s 

economies will experience low to moderate growth, volatility, and chronically high 

inequality. It is unclear that the region will follow a convergence pathway, a trend that has 

been prevalent since the 1960s (IDB-Atlantic Council). 
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• LAC growth will increasingly depend on productivity. Although LAC will continue to have a 

strong base for commodity production, natural resources will not be enough for economic 

development: investment in education, science and technology will be critical to keep pace 

with the technological revolution (ESPAS).  

 

2.4 KEY TREND 4: A GROWING NEXUS OF CLIMATE CHANGE, ENERGY AND COMPETITION 

FOR RESOURCES  

• Global competition for access to natural resources will continue to intensify with risks of 

market volatility, geo-political tensions and instability (ESPAS). 

• Large-scale exploitation of natural resources will remain concentrated in a small number of 

dominant countries and regions (ESPAS). 

• Food and water supply will be about managing scarcity –a problem made worse by climate 

change (ESPAS). With nearly a quarter of the world´s arable land and a third of fresh water 

supply, LAC has the potential to be one of the largest suppliers of agricultural products. The 

region contains nearly a quarter of the world´s forest, so increasing agricultural production 

will bring greater deforestation if unaccompanied by higher productivity or increased 

conservation measures (IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• By 2030 93% of the rise in energy consumption will be in non-OECD countries (ESPAS). The 

future for renewable energy looks bright in LAC. New technologies that reduce the cost of 

extracting natural gas may enable a second wave of energy production (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• Rising carbon dioxide emissions will amplify global climate change, making its negative 

effects more visible (ESPAS). 

 

2.5 KEY TREND 5: POWER SHIFTS, INTERDEPENDENCE AND FRAGILE MULTILATERALISM 

• The world enters an age of insecurity. It becomes more interdependent but also more 

fragmented, insecure and polarised (ESPAS). LAC is not threatened by the ethnic, ideological, 

national and sectarian fissures that roil other regions of the world, but the region shares 

other security concerns such as illicit trafficking and cybercrime (IDB-Atlantic Council) 

• The US will still be dominant, but increasingly challenged by the rise of China and other 

emerging economies (ESPAS). The profile of US-China relations will exert its influence upon 

the LAC region (IDB-Atlantic Council). 

• Multilateralism will weaken (ESPAS), challenging the diversified geographical trade pattern 

of many LAC countries.  

• Globalization will advance pari passu to exclusion (ESPAS).  

• Convergence around values such as fundamental human rights, democracy and the social 

market economy may stall (ESPAS). 

• Systemic risks connected to the many challenges faced by emerging countries in their 

economic transition will rise (ESPAS).  
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3 UNCERTAINTIES 

• A severe slowdown, standstill or reversal in globalization, a financial crisis or rising 

geopolitical tensions could increase protectionism, negatively impact investment flows and 

create more divisions across and within countries (ESPAS).  

• Tensions could sharpen over raw materials, energy and natural resources, potentially 

resulting in conflicts, especially if unexpected growth of world population has major 

negative effects on food and health issues, energy availability and stability (ESPAS). A 

breakdown in relations between China and the US can lead to a dramatic increase in their 

geopolitical competition in the region (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• Economic, social and political uncertainties, as well as environmental concerns, will beset 

China´s future performance. A downturn in China could have systemic consequences. A 

possible currency or trade war between the US and China would affect world markets 

(ESPAS). China´s future economic growth will also have an enormous impact on LAC´s 

growth performance and on whether it shifts away from an overreliance on commodity 

exports (IDB-Atlantic Council) 

• How the US domestic public and political system will react to the challenge of providing 

leadership and engage in a more contested international environment (ESPAS). 

• Although it is hard to envision a world in which the EU´s member states will become 

geopolitical rivals with the US (IDB-Atlantic Council), it is uncertain how the transatlantic 

partnership will evolve considering the changing mix of convergences and divergences 

(ESPAS).  

• Social discontent in emerging economies could periodically disrupt their economies and 

trigger regional or global conflicts. An economic and political realignment of key emerging 

countries may lead to rival plurilateral structures (ESPAS).  

• Ageing in emerging economies may negatively affect economic growth. Rising inequalities 

and the digital divide may trigger serious social discontent and pose major political, social 

and economic risks (ESPAS).  

• Dynamic and technologically empowered, the new middle classes will be especially 

vulnerable and its political behaviour difficult to predict. An uncertain future for democracy 

will prevail worldwide (ESPAS). In LAC a major uncertainty is whether the region´s 

democracies will be resilient in the face of economic downturns, on-going criminality, 

embedded corruption and the temptation of populism. The role of an increasingly informed, 

capable and mobilized middle class remains a major question mark (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• The speed of convergence of technologies remains uncertain. The impact of technologies 

could trigger unpredictable social reactions (ESPAS). 

• LAC faces large uncertainties concerning the overall rate, volatility and sources of growth, as 

well as the relative productivity of the region vis-a-vis the global economy (IDB-Atlantic 

Council).  

• Another source of uncertainty for LAC is whether countries can diversify their economies 

away from commodities to more value-added products and services, and whether they can 
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become more innovative and thereby more productive, questions which involve political as 

well as economic choices (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• It is uncertain whether regional leaders will have the desire and the political capacity to push 

for greater regional integration in LAC (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• The rise in sea levels may affect the population living in coastal areas (60%) and trigger 

migrations. The same may happen as a result of droughts and food shortages (ESPAS). LAC is 

a resource-rich region, but that resource base will come under increasing stress due to 

climate change (supply side) and rising consumption (demand side). It is uncertain how its 

societies will prepare for and respond to the effects of climate change (IDB-Atlantic Council).  

• A major cyber-war may have systemic implications. Uncontrolled global pandemia may 

spread with systemic impacts (ESPAS). 

• Ethical, religious or social backlashes triggered by inequalities or privacy concerns may affect 

global stability (ESPAS). LAC is unlikely to be affected by these security threats, but other 

challenges to effective governance will still be present (IDB-Atlantic Council).  
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4 BI-REGIONAL SCENARIOS 

It is clear that an endless number of possible scenarios are imaginable and that no single scenario 

will accurately portray what eventually turns out to be the future. Rather, the future will be a 

composition of different elements from more than one scenario. Hence, it must be stressed once 

again that the objective of the scenario building exercise is not to predict the future, but to stimulate 

critical thinking in the process of designing a “common vision” and identifying policy 

recommendations that might shape the future in a desired direction.  

As mentioned in section I, the starting point to select EU and LAC regional scenarios was, 

respectively, the white paper on the future of Europe produced by the EC (EC, 2017) and the IDB-

Atlantic Council LAC scenarios report (IDB-Atlantic Council, 2016). The Commission´s White Paper 

designed five scenarios for the year 2025, which can be reasonably extrapolated to 2030. The IDB-

Atlantic Council document, in turn, puts forward five LAC scenarios for the year 2030. The main 

features of these ten regional scenarios (five for each region) were summarized in the “Scenarios 

Background Paper” (EULAC FOCUS document ref: WP6-Rd-104), discussed in the Buenos Aires 

Workshop. Their combination produced a total of 25 (5x5) bi-regional scenarios (see Table 1).  

 

LAC 

EU 

Muddling 

through 

Governance 

on the rise 

Toward 

integration  

Illicit world 

afloat 

Fragmentation 

prevails 

Carrying on Bi-regional 

Scenario A 

Bi-regional 

Scenario B 

Bi-regional 

Scenario C 

Bi-regional 

Scenario D 

Bi-regional scenario E 

Variable geometry Bi-regional 

Scenario F 

Bi-regional 

Scenario G 

Bi-regional 

Scenario H 

Bi-regional 

Scenario I 

Bi-regional Scenario J 

Nothing but the 

single market 

Bi-regional 

Scenario K 

Bi-regional 

Scenario L 

Bi-regional 

Scenario M 

Bi-regional 

Scenario N 

Bi-regional Scenario 

O 

Doing less more 

efficiently 

Bi-regional 

Scenario P 

Bi-regional 

Scenario Q 

Bi-regional 

Scenario R 

Bi-regional 

Scenario S 

Bi-regional Scenario T 

Deepening Bi-regional 

Scenario U 

Bi-regional 

Scenario V 

Bi-regional 

Scenario W 

Bi-regional 

Scenario X 

Bi-regional Scenario Y 

Table 1 25 Potential Bi-Regional Combinations 

 

On the basis of their expert knowledge and the discussions held, participants in the Buenos Aires 

project workshop construed four bi-regional scenarios (out of a total of 25 possible combinations) to 

be developed in more detail in a revised document. These four bi-regional scenarios were selected 

subject to the constraint that they were: (a) plausible, (b) structurally different, (c) internally 

coherent, and (d) useful to draw policy recommendations and make decisions. Subject to the 

condition that it did not detract from the internal consistency of each scenario, the four bi-regional 
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scenarios were construed by combining more than two regional scenarios. This increased the 

generality and structural differentiation between the scenarios (see Table 2).  

 

LAC 

EU 

Muddling 

through 

Governance 

on the rise 

Toward 

integration  

Illicit world 

afloat 

Fragmentation 

prevails 

Carrying on Bi-regional 

scenario # 1: 

“Continuity of 

current trends" 

Bi-regional 

Scenario B 

Bi-regional 

Scenario C 

 

Bi-regional scenario # 4: “LAC 

backslides” 

Variable geometry Bi-regional 

Scenario G 

Bi-regional 

Scenario H 

Nothing but the 

single market 

Bi-regional 

scenario # 2: 

“The EU 

narrows the 

focus” 

Bi-regional 

Scenario L 

Bi-regional 

Scenario M 

Bi-regional 

Scenario N 

Bi-regional Scenario 

O 

Doing less more 

efficiently 

Bi-regional 

Scenario Q 

Bi-regional 

Scenario R 

Bi-regional 

Scenario S 

Bi-regional Scenario 

T 

Deepening Bi-regional 

Scenario U 

Bi-regional scenario # 3: “Moving 

forward” 

Bi-regional 

Scenario X 

Bi-regional Scenario 

Y 

Table 2 4 Selected Bi-Regional Combinations 

 

The revised document, developing in more detail the four bi-regional scenarios, was taken by the 

project work packages 3, 4 and 5 (reflecting the teams working on cultural, scientific and social 

perspectives) as the reference to develop the more detailed implications of each scenario in each of 

the policy areas of interest to EULAC-Focus.  

The next four sections present a detailed description of the four bi-regional scenarios and their 

implications for each policy area. 
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5 “CONTINUITY OF CURRENT TRENDS” SCENARIO  

The “Continuity of current trends” scenario combines features of the “Carrying on” cum “Variable 

geometry” scenarios for the EU and the “Muddling through” scenario for LAC. Although the EC 

report makes a distinction between the two EU scenarios, we merged them because the EU (as it 

exists today) displays features and regulatory domains in which an approach akin to variable 

geometry is already prevalent. As suggested by its name, the “Continuity of current trends” scenario 

anticipates no major departure from recent regional and bi-regional trends. The first sub-section 

presents the broad features and trends of this scenario. The next three sub-sections analyse in more 

detail its implications for bi-regional cooperation in the science and technology, social and cultural 

dimensions. 

 

5.1 THE BROAD PICTURE 
In the “Continuity of current trends” scenario the EU focuses on implementing and upgrading its 

current reform agenda in the spirit of EC’s “New Start for Europe” (2014) and the Bratislava 

Declaration (2016). However, those states that want to do more in common under the framework of 

variable geometry do work together on specific policy areas. These areas may include defence, 

internal security, taxation or social matters, replicating the mechanisms used for the Schengen area 

or the euro. As a result, new groups of member states agree on specific legal and budgetary 

arrangements to deepen their cooperation in the domains chosen. The status of other member 

states is preserved, and they retain the possibility to join those doing more over time. 

In this scenario the EU continues to focus on jobs, growth and investment by strengthening the 

single market (including the energy and digital sectors) and by stepping up investment in digital, 

transport and energy infrastructure. There is incremental progress on improving the functioning of 

the single currency and further steps are taken to strengthen financial supervision to ensure the 

sustainability of public finances and to develop capital markets to finance the real economy. A group 

of countries (those in the euro area and possibly others) chooses to work much closer on taxation 

and social matters. Greater harmonization of tax rules and rates reduces compliance costs and limits 

tax evasion. Agreed social standards improve business certainty and working conditions. Industrial 

cooperation is strengthened in a number of cutting-edge technologies, products and services, and 

rules on their usage are developed collectively. The EU continues to strengthen the single market 

and the four freedoms, as well as relations with third countries. Citizens´ rights derived from EU law 

are upheld, but they start to vary depending on whether the country is or is not among those that 

decide to do more. 

The fight against terrorism is stepped up and defence cooperation is deepened in terms of research, 

industry and joint procurement. Member states decide to pool some modest military capabilities 

and to enhance financial solidarity for EU missions abroad. However, a group of member countries 

choose to cooperate more closely on defence matters including the development of a strong 

common research and industrial base, joint procurement, more integrated capabilities and 

enhanced military readiness for joint missions abroad. Management of external borders remains the 

primary responsibility of individual states, but cooperation is reinforced improving coordination in 
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security matters and keeping up with new challenges. Failing that, some countries may wish to 

maintain targeted internal controls.  

Under a variable geometry approach, like-minded countries may move ahead in security and justice 

matters, strengthening cooperation between police forces and intelligence services. They exchange 

all information in the fight against organized crime and terrorism related activities. Through a joint 

public prosecutor’s office, they collectively investigate fraud, money laundering and the trafficking of 

drugs and weapons. They may go one step forward and create a common justice area in civil matters. 

On foreign policy, the EU makes progress in speaking with one voice. The EU actively pursues trade 

agreements with third countries and strives to positively shape the global agenda in fields such as 

climate, financial stability and sustainable development.  

In the “Continuity of current trends” scenario the performance of LAC countries shows a mixed story. 

On the plus side the region enjoys moderate economic fortunes and democracies do not go 

backward. Under the pressure of growing middle classes, the region’s institutions become gradually 

more efficient, transparent, and accountable. But progress is uneven and public institutions are not 

always healthy. Considerable progress is also made in some key social areas. On the minus side, 

economic growth is uneven across the region and inequality remains a prime challenge, with the 

social situation being particularly adverse in Central America’s Northern Triangle. South American 

countries remain heavily reliant on commodity exports and no LAC country becomes a world leader 

in the knowledge economy. 

The economic performance is moderately positive due to a modest upswing in global trade triggered 

by a recovery of global growth and demand from large Asian emerging economies and OECD 

countries. Escalating international trade conflicts do not degenerate into an open trade war, 

enabling a series of regional trade agreements to help increase trade flows around the world and 

aiding regional economies through updated regulations. Industrial exports from Mexico to the US 

continue to grow and global commodity (particularly food) demand rebounds. But the economic 

storyline is uneven: growth is stronger in the Andean and Central American sub-regions due to a 

younger population and a lower starting productivity base.   

The so-called demographic window gradually closes for most LAC countries, but Central America 

continues to be the youngest sub-region. Economic burdens associated with an ageing population 

(rising public pensions and health care costs) become increasingly evident. While cross-country 

responses to the transition to a new demography vary, overall it is reasonably managed. Some of the 

more promising developments are a shrinking informal economy and an improvement in public 

health indicators. Economic growth helps to reduce informality, but increasing education, less 

complex tax codes, lower regulatory barriers for new business, less corruption and stricter 

enforcement of basic labour rights also play a role. Despite the improvement in public health 

conditions, chronic diseases increase their incidence and raise the healthcare cost burden. 

Pandemics remain a threat partly due to increased international interactions and the impact of 

climate change.  

Although the economic trajectory of LAC is moderately positive in absolute terms, it is muddied 

relative to the rest of the world, particularly East Asian economies, which in contrast to LAC 

experience growth driven by high levels of education, high rates of investment, pay-off from 

decades of world-class infrastructure investments, and globally competitive technology hubs. 
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Although during most of the period LAC growth benefits from relative youthfulness, the region is 

unable to compete as effectively in attracting capital, employing it productively, and realizing gains 

from strategic investments. LAC economies continue to rely disproportionately on the export of raw 

or poorly processed commodities or of lower value-added goods and services. Investments to 

improve trans-boundary linkages throughout the region fall short of necessity and although 

investment in human capital rises, it does so by less than needed in secondary and tertiary 

education. Given the increasing importance of education in the global knowledge economy, this 

deficit goes some way to explaining why the region fares poorly relative to East Asia. Comparatively 

low educational levels, high (but decreasing) informality, and poor infrastructure all contribute to 

LAC´s inability to become a significant actor in the global knowledge economy. Universities are 

unable to turn their scientific research into commercially viable technology and fail to build better 

links with the private sector. The vast majority of university faculty does not work within academic 

systems that encourage turning their lab research into start-up enterprises. Despite these structural 

challenges, there are exceptions and some innovation hubs emerge and produce a few world-

renowned products.  

One bright spot is that governments are able to manage without undergoing major transformations 

due to reasonable economic growth and lower levels of informality. This is not a windfall as the 

increase in resources is consumed by a growing demand for infrastructure, public services and the 

consequences of ageing. The overall sustainable fiscal stance and the behaviour of the middle class 

help to account for political stability across the region. As long as the public services that it needs are 

delivered in a reasonable timely and effective manner, corruption does not worsen, and the tax 

burden stays tolerable, the middle class shows that it can live with governance that is not yet at 

world standards, becoming a force pushing for gradual rather than radical reform.  

The dynamics of regional integration also stays largely unchanged. CELAC survives as a forum for 

political dialogue and the promotion of diplomatic cooperation and exchange, but political 

heterogeneity remains an obstacle to closer coordination and the implementation of common 

initiatives. Most of the action among LAC countries takes place in sub-regional groups. The Pacific 

Alliance remains the most dynamic and internally coherent group, but structural economic 

heterogeneity and different geo-political realities limit the depth of their economic integration. 

Spurred by a watered-down version of the TPP, some economies of the group continue to deepen 

their linkages with the Pacific region while others orbit around the North American gravity centre. 

MERCOSUR continues immersed in an erratic path and strives to survive. Although it formally 

maintains the target of building a customs union, de facto and de jure flexibilities make room for 

national priorities and changing political circumstances. This trajectory continues to blur the identity 

of the regional group but opens the door to closer cooperation among like-minded MERCOSUR 

members and/or MERCOSUR members and third parties (especially the South American members of 

the Pacific Alliance). The Central American countries deepen their economic and political linkages 

with their partners in North America, within the limits posed by a fragile internal security 

environment. The Caribbean, in turn, fails to overcome the constraints posed by insularity and size 

and begins to suffer more acutely from the downfalls of climate change.   

In conclusion, bi-regional relations fail to experience a significant departure from recent trends. On 

the EU side, except for social policy and those domains of science and technology that are of direct 

interest to EU industry under a variable geometry approach, none of the three policy dimensions of 
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interest to EULAC-Focus is targeted for enhanced intra-EU cooperation. This limits the ability of EU 

institutions to deepen and expand the scope of bi-regional cooperation. But the main constraint 

towards deeper and broader bi-regional cooperation comes from the LAC side: intra-CELAC 

cooperation remains very modest, which means that most of the action takes place, unevenly if at 

all, within sub-regional groups. As a result, except in some topical areas where the EU is capable and 

willing to develop regional programs and invest the necessary resources, “bi-regional” cooperation 

basically takes the shape of closer relations with the most effective LAC sub-regional groups and/or 

strategically relevant partners. 

 

5.2 THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIMENSION IN THE “CONTINUITY OF CURRENT TRENDS” 

SCENARIO 
The “Continuity of current trends” scenario means no major departure from the existing panorama 

of EU-LAC bi-regional cooperation in STI. A few shared goals provide the basis for closer 

collaboration in selected areas, particularly with some countries and/or sub-regions. The EU’s 

internationalizing strategy remains the major driving force behind EU-LAC cooperative STI projects in 

this scenario. STI in the EU is closely connected to the objective of economic development and its 

major purpose is to benefit the economy and further development. STI cooperation with LAC is thus 

fostered by the increasing competition for energy, raw materials and natural resources, the search 

for climate issue solutions and the development of renewable energy.  

At the EU level there is a strong focus on the single market and the promotion of openness in 

science, innovation and technology. The EU continues its internationalization policy in STI and 

education in technology is seen as a key to train digitally literate generations and to narrow the 

digital gap. In the EU, excellence and socio-economic impact remain the two major driving forces 

behind STI. Basic research takes place mostly in the public STI system, but it may receive less 

attention and resources thus threatening the overall rate of STI advance. Applied science is driven by 

both public and private systems, but too much focus on innovation rather than blue skies research 

limits creativity. In LAC, the STI system fails to move beyond its present heterogeneity and public 

funding for STI shows a decreasing priority. While some countries gain muscle and develop pockets 

of excellence, the majority lag behind. One major weakness of the LAC STI complex is the very 

modest translation of scientific outcomes into commercially viable technologies, very weak links 

between universities and the private sector and the absence of interest from the private sector to 

invest in research and innovation. The STI system visibly misses a significant link for efficient 

operation. 

Leveraged by its funding, the EC remains the key actor in the promotion of bi-regional STI 

cooperation. The EC, together with the EEAS, plays a leading role in fostering the exchange of high-

level national policymakers in the fields of STI and higher education, following the mandates of EU-

CELAC Summits. Selected European and LAC national funding agencies also engage in closer 

cooperation following a variable geometry approach, whenever common agendas and interests can 

be identified. At the individual level, scientists build thematic networks supported by a diverse set of 

instruments. At the implementation level, the key actors are universities and research centres. The 

private sector, when interested, is mostly represented by EU SMEs receiving public support to tap 
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into new markets. The EC continues to support cooperation in the three strategic pillars of the EU-

LAC Common Research Area (mobility of researchers, collaboration on research infrastructures and 

jointly addressing grand global challenges). The area of researchers´ mobility is the most active, but 

there are also joint calls in different thematic areas such as biodiversity, health, etc. in the frame of 

EU framework programs or through multilateral initiatives such as EU-CELAC Interest Group or T-AP 

on a bi-regional level.  

Most of the funding to foster EU-LAC STI cooperation continues to come from European sources. 

Main instruments continue to be mobility programs and calls made under EU's framework programs 

open to international cooperation. These instruments are complemented by mobility schemes and 

targeted calls jointly financed by national funding agencies. However, only those LAC countries that 

have a more developed STI support infrastructure are willing and able to play a role. 

EU-LAC summits and SOMs continue to provide the diplomatic umbrella for STI cooperation, but 

with no legal implications. The EC continues to set the agenda and NCPs remain the main vehicle to 

make EU instruments in third countries more visible and to promote LAC participation in Framework 

Programs. However, their outreach and effectiveness continue to be limited due to the few 

resources allocated by LAC countries to fund their local work. As a result, they remain poorly 

connected to the relevant networks in Europe and lack updated information on funding 

opportunities. Bilateral agreements provide a legal framework to fund STI cooperation, but they 

bring together the EU and the EU member states and only a subset of LAC countries with relatively 

well-developed STI support infrastructures (such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico). CELAC´s 

failure to undertake formal commitments for the whole region means that the diplomatic and 

implementation channels continue largely untouched. This perpetuates the heterogeneity of EU-LAC 

STI cooperation.   

The EU drivers behind STI cooperation with LAC continue to be the internationalization of EU science 

and technology and those global challenges that are relevant for the EU and in which LAC has a role 

to play. But from an excellence point of view there are few priority topics in which LAC is a vital 

partner, except for global challenges such as climate change and sustainability. On the LAC side the 

major drivers are to gain access to top-notch research equipment and facilities and to scientific 

excellence and specialty training. Not surprisingly, the priority areas for STI collaboration are driven 

mainly by the EC, as it is the actor that fuels and funds the bulk of bi-regional cooperation. 

Remarkably, some of these global topics go hand-by-hand with potentially large market 

opportunities for EU firms. 

The issue of research infrastructures/joint research labs and clusters continues to gain importance in 

the EU as member states increasingly acknowledge the value-added in cooperation and the cost-

efficiency and impact on excellence that results from pooling resources and capacities. The outcome 

is an intensification of road-mapping exercises among member states and the collective funding of 

some European infrastructures. Yet funding responsibilities continue to fall mostly upon national 

authorities, whose participation is decided on a national basis depending on the country´s interest 

on the research topic in question. Even when there is interest to cooperate, countries have yet to 

decide whether to create national capacities or a European consortium. On the LAC side some 

countries promote the international visibility and outreach of their research infrastructure capacities 

to help financing them, connect to international RI and get access to data, capacities and knowledge. 
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Brazil and Mexico develop research infrastructures of worldwide interest, while Chile and Argentina 

increase the excellence of selected RI. In other LAC countries there are few world-class RI, there is an 

inadequate identification of national capacities and most institutions lack clear access policies for 

foreign users. Hence, the potential for international collaboration is limited. Overall, European 

officials do not perceive LAC as a major partner for RI collaboration, except for selected cooperation 

initiatives between European RI and RI in Brazil, Argentina, México and Chile.  

Innovation policy continues to play a role in the bi-regional cooperation agenda. Some LAC countries 

upgrade their national innovation policies and undertake capacity building initiatives inspired by the 

EU experience. As a result, the EU approach of open innovation develops into a standard in both 

regions. However, intra-LAC coordination stays underdeveloped, meaning that the bi-regional 

cooperation agenda continues to be largely dominated by the EU. In parallel to intergovernmental 

cooperation, SMEs and social entrepreneurs gain importance and they are able to push forward 

topics for which governments normally lack adequate funding. While the trend towards SMEs and 

social entrepreneurs as innovation actors is a continuation of previous trends, the role of research 

organizations as innovation actors stagnates. 

A solid infrastructure created by the EU in collaboration with the private sector improves academic 

social networks, communication between the scientific community and society and the transfer of 

technology (Google Scholar, ResearchGate, ORCID). But on aggregate the density of communication 

channels between the world of science and society at large stays limited. The monitoring of the 

socio-economic impact of science gains more and more importance, but problems remain as to the 

measurability of outcomes. In LAC the scientific community and society continue to be largely 

detached.  

The digital revolution moves forward and deepens the digital divide within and between countries, 

especially in LAC. Some LAC countries cooperate to create science policies that benefit digital 

collaboration with the EU: the goal is to develop a 100% bi-regional EULAC network based on equal 

access and digital opportunities, but progress is uneven. In the EU open research and innovation are 

priority agenda points actively promoted by the EC. The exception is the pharmaceutical industry, 

where open research and open access continues to be very limited and crowdsourcing projects 

(possible in other areas of science) are basically non-existent.  

When it comes to cross-cutting issues, mobility of highly qualified personnel and brain-circulation 

keeps increasing in the EU. The integrated pension program between member states encourages an 

uninterrupted flow of labour between member states and member states and neighbourhood 

countries. Benefitting from exchange programs between countries, institutions and universities, 

young researchers become a vital part of the brain-circulation process. The EU continues to 

successfully promote students´ mobility through exchange programs, such as Erasmus. Deeper 

integration of EU member states’ labour markets and a more coordinated implementation of the 

Bologna process become vital facilitators of mobility within the EU. This, however, remains a severe 

hindrance in LAC. Only some countries and sub-regions move forward to recognize degrees for 

academic purposes. Mobility continues to be one of the pillars of the EU-LAC common research area, 

but it remains imbalanced as the EU attracts more junior and senior scientists than LAC. However, 

LAC research and innovation hubs show that the countries of the region are capable of attracting 

leading minds from the EU and other world regions if sufficient funding is available. Participation of 
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LAC institutions and researchers in EU framework funding programs reaches new heights by 2030 

but replicates the heterogeneity of the LAC STI scenario. One disappointing feature continues to be 

the relatively modest circulation of human resources within LAC. However, the diffusion of digital 

technology makes virtual mobility almost unlimited: by 2030 collaboration through digital means of 

communication will be standard practice and require less physical displacement, provided adequate 

facilities and equipment are available. Although in the scientific profession individuals still rely on 

physical contact with laboratories and equipment, new technologies (like web-based virtual 

laboratories and real-time distance research) will loosen the bounds of scientific research.  

One pressing cross-cutting issue, particularly in LAC, is that of inequality. The EU deals with the issue 

of territorial inequality through the “smart specialization” strategy focused on location. This strategy 

prioritizes local assets and resources and links them with socio-economic challenges in order to 

identify unique opportunities. Consistent with this approach, the development of STI focuses on 

local issues by inducing the private sector to engage in local core-strength areas and set priorities in 

an inclusive way. Unconventional locations for STI hubs boost labour force diversity and narrows the 

digital gap. Inequality also shows up in terms of access to EU funding, which is biased in favour of 

well-established institutions. Since the evaluation criterion for proposals continues to be excellence, 

it is mostly the large and well-established institutions that stay competitive. Therefore, the inclusion 

of considerations of equity and diversity remains an issue up to 2030, raising conflictive demands on 

STI funding mechanisms. Gender equality remains an issue for mobility, since female scientists 

continue to be less participative in international collaboration. Although the need for dealing with 

equality (individual, gender and territorial) considerations is even more necessary in LAC, progress in 

the region continues to be modest. 

As for sustainability, the rising presence in the global agenda of issues such as climate change, 

alternative energies and natural resource depletion open new fields for STI collaboration with LAC. 

This collaboration develops along two major tracks. The first one is the anticipation and preparation 

of societies to deal with the negative effects of climate change (adaptation), particularly in insular 

countries and countries with large and vulnerable coastal areas. The second is geared to the issue of 

mitigation, a research agenda that acquires mounting relevance in the relation with the biggest LAC 

countries. In this area it is possible that EU firms find new economic opportunities pari-passu the 

development of closer bi-regional or bilateral STI cooperation.  

In summary, in this scenario EU-LAC STI cooperation stabilizes but fails to live up to its potential. It 

continues to operate without legally binding agreements and is based largely on the willingness or 

the ability to participate. The growing influence of other players at the international level is also 

likely to consolidate the perception that the two regions remain a non-priority for each other.  The 

networks and work relations established among individual scientists continue to be the preferred 

vehicle to channel connections across the two regions. With the EC playing the role of the driver of 

bi-regional collaboration, the EU stays the main agenda-setter and thus prolongs a long-standing 

imbalance in the relationship. The other side of the coin is that it makes the administration of 

cooperation easier. Finally, it is important to point out that in many of the research areas with 

cooperation potential, EU firms may find attractive business opportunities.  
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5.3 THE SOCIAL DIMENSION IN THE “CONTINUITY OF CURRENT TRENDS” SCENARIO 
In the “Continuity of current trends” scenario a new paradigm of international cooperation for 

development reconfigures EU-LAC cooperation. According to the new paradigm development is seen 

as an ongoing process in which countries at any level of income face development challenges 

(ECLAC-OECD Development Centre, 2018). The new paradigm acknowledges multidimensional 

measures, embraces tailor-made national strategies and orients the multilateral agenda towards the 

2030 SDGs. In this context, common (EU and LAC) interests and regional programmes gain 

importance over bi-lateral cooperation programmes. Thematic priorities of cooperation concentrate 

on the security-development nexus, good governance and sustainable and inclusive growth. For the 

EU, social cohesion remains an important horizontal issue through all priority areas. 

The EU fails to make significant progress towards a harmonized/unique European Social Model and 

to deliver on the demands for higher social investment. The EU is unable to transform principles 

from the Pillar of Social Rights into concrete measures and legal commitments. Agreements to do 

more in the social field are made mainly by countries in the Eurozone with the objective of 

preserving the strength and stability of the euro. However, the far-reaching reorganisation of job 

statuses, types of employment and labour market structures brought about by the digital economy 

gear EU social policy priorities towards labour markets and workers (progress is made in work-life 

balance, gender equality in the labour market, minimum rights for workers in the EU and social 

protection for self-employed and non-standard workers. In LAC the combat against poverty and 

inequality continues to be the main social policy priorities. Although poverty gradually recedes, 

inequality remains a key problem. An emancipated middle class articulates demands on social 

welfare more strongly, and social inclusion and inclusive social security systems remain the greatest 

social challenges of the region. Informality and inequalities in access to the social security system 

challenge the income security of older people and vulnerable groups.  

Regaining the trust of society remains a key challenge for political leaders. Although a modest 

economic recovery is experienced, the social contract weakens due to persistent or mounting 

inequality and citizen´s dissatisfaction with public services, socio-political rights and democratic 

representation. Various forms of political backlash are evident in the EU and LAC. Citizens continue 

to lose trust in public institutions because they fail to tackle the persistent or even worsening living 

and working conditions that affect vast sections of the population, reproducing inequalities. 

Although progressive governments can raise the living standards of the (lower) middle classes, the 

distribution of power and land ownership hardly experiences any change. Rural middle classes are 

also disadvantaged and the most affected by the negative consequences of increased consumption 

on the environment. Nevertheless, a more mature democratic culture of urban middle classes in LAC 

stimulates the emergence of new social movements that share many commonalities with their peer 

organizations in more robust democracies like the EU. Key drivers for social protest shift from 

classical organisations (parties, trade unions, etc.) to new forms of ad-hoc networks that orbit 

around individuals who are widely connected through the Internet and carry their messages across 

regions. However, this more active bi-regional social dialogue to rethink public institutions develops 

pari passu the growing influence of nationalist and populist leaders and political parties that 

threaten the traditional aspirations and values of liberal democracy. 

Social issues continue to be underrepresented in EU-CELAC summits and no significant actions are 

implemented at the policy level. Although the SGDs proclaim development and the shared pursuit of 
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regional global public goods (such as environmental sustainability or security) everyone´s business 

and turn them into a horizontal topic in the partnership, actual policies in many countries impede 

real progress.  

Development cooperation, historically the most important instrument of social relations between 

the two regions, follows the principle of “development in transition” which considers that countries 

of all development levels face development challenges and that all must respond to global 

challenges. The geographical scope of development cooperation is therefore widened, and 

“international” cooperation partly replaces the former logic of “development” cooperation. The 

“donors” and “recipients” relationship is rhetorically abandoned for “collaboration among equals”. 

However, the logic of “common interests” also means that the specific needs of poor countries risks 

being neglected. Triangular cooperation gains importance as well as the inclusion of private 

foundations, civil society, the private sector and multilateral development banks into the political 

dialogue. In particular, a stronger role of the private sector in development is claimed. The 

promotion of new instruments for knowledge-sharing, multilateral policy dialogue, capacity building 

and technology transfer partly substitute traditional financial assistance. As a result, follow-up 

programmes to EUROsociAL are implemented as collaborative platforms for knowledge exchange 

and peer-to-peer learning in social policy issues.  

The issues of ecological sustainability and migration are much interconnected in LAC. Especially 

Central America and the Caribbean are vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate change and 

natural disaster. According to some projections by 2050 climate change will have pushed 17 million 

Latin Americans to migrate, a phenomenon that will be felt already by 2030. Especially poorest 

segments of society carry the heaviest burden. Vulnerabilities of specific groups and human rights 

are addressed in the bi-regional dialogue on migration, but with little or no impact. 

However, EU migration policies gradually shift towards more efficient border control rather than 

focusing on the protection of human rights and the combat of the root causes of migration from 

developing countries. Although spaces for dialogue and cooperation open up at the bi-regional level, 

bilateral agreements are the main channel to implement specific measures on migration. But 

concrete actions (for example, the reinstatement of visas) can go counter to the rhetoric of 

integration and human rights typically used in multilateral forums. Under pressure from social 

partners, the EU revises the Posted Workers Directive in order to have a fairer mobility system on 

the basis of equal pay and rights for migrant or posted workers. Nevertheless, issues like wage 

dumping as well as deteriorating working conditions remain a threat to social cohesion.  

Human right violations are a constant challenge across LAC and European extractivism is partly 

responsible for them. European private interests prioritize business opportunities over the official 

rhetoric of human rights defence and ecological sustainability. Although bi-regional relations 

continue to stress the importance of common values like democracy or human rights, no progress is 

made toward the effective enforcement of human rights standards as a condition for closer business 

cooperation. Moreover, since human rights´ defence and ecological sustainability are under threat in 

the EU itself, the latter finds it difficult to highlight them at the bi-regional level. In this context, LAC 

continues to under-perform in those SDGs related to the environment. Although ecological 

sustainability remains a thematic pillar of the EU-CELAC dialogue, concrete outcomes are very 

modest.  
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As economic growth proceeds without closing the gap between the rich and the poor, inequality 

becomes an ever-present topic in the bi-regional dialogue. The EU reaches historically high levels of 

income inequality and starts to suffer its negative impacts on consumption, investment and growth. 

An increase in poverty rates leads the EU to treat social issues with the same sense of urgency as the 

other pillars of a genuine economic and monetary union, but with poor results except for the 

protection of non-standard and self-employed workers in the light of the digital revolution. In LAC, in 

turn, absolute poverty falls but inequality remains a persistent problem. Pushed by an empowered 

middle class and more active civil society organisations, some LAC countries implement policies to 

reduce inequality (for example through extended and improved conditional transfer programs) and 

improved education and health. Nevertheless, further concentration of wealth and income hamper 

progress in social cohesion.  

Europe’s cultural, ethnic and religious diversity deepens due to migration. One major debate is how 

to accept differences while upholding social standards and social integration. Still, the debate takes 

place within national silos and mass media and politicians seed fear rather than confidence. At the 

same time, Eurobarometer shows that the number of people who consider themselves at risk of 

discrimination in Europe has risen. In LAC, ethnic diversity is perceived positively in a majority of 

countries that claim cultural traditions as an important part of their national identities. Habits of 

discrimination and racism still prevail, but laws and public opinion make progress towards better 

integrating diverse ethnic groups, which are valued foremost as artistic, aesthetic or linguistic 

expressions of cultural life. Unfortunately, the reproduction of US or European models waste the 

potential of ancestral traditions to build new approaches to manage the environment, solve conflicts 

or treat health problems, amongst others. 

Interestingly, both regions have rather different approaches to cultural diversity: while the EU 

prioritises cultural heritage to support internal cohesion vis-a-vis extra-community migration (as well 

as to stimulate the creative economy and innovation), in LAC cultural diversity policies focus on 

indigenous heritage. As far as sexual diversity is concerned, the EU legal framework is protective, but 

member countries do not delve into the policies of social, labour and sexual discrimination. In Latin 

America there is little progress in the recognition of sexual diversity and its legal implications. 

Although policies to confront discrimination for cultural, ethnic or religious reasons offer an 

opportunity to intensify EU-LAC exchanges, they are not openly addressed in the bi-regional political 

dialogue.    

 

5.4 THE CULTURAL DIMENSION IN THE “CONTINUITY OF CURRENT TRENDS” SCENARIO 
In the “Continuity of current trends” scenario, cultural relations between the EU and LAC continue to 

grow slowly but sustainably as a result of the endogenous dynamism of cultural relations in a 

globalized world, the EU drive to build stronger cooperation links with regions with which it shares 

values, and (in spite of its internal diversity) the strengthening of LAC´s strategy of international 

cultural cooperation. Funding for cultural bi-regional cooperation is stagnant or falling, but since 

culture is a transversal issue relevant to other EU strategic programs (e.g. regional development, 

development cooperation, education, etc.) it will continue to play a role in EU-LAC relations.    
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In the Western world, cultural expressions are perceived as fundamental for individual freedoms, 

the construction of territorial identities and the dialogue and understanding among peoples. In 

addition to its intrinsic contribution, in the last decades the cultural sector has also gained more 

attention due to its positive impact on economic and social development (legitimation through 

instrumentalization), thus providing an ideal space for international relations and public diplomacy. 

Even with its limited competences in the cultural area, the EU does not escape to this trend. 

The main actors of Europe-LAC cultural relations continue to be the strongest and most developed 

countries and cultural institutions, and those that share historical bonds and previous experiences of 

cooperation. Given their control of a significant share of available resources, major European and 

Latin American institutions and cultural organisations, cultural centres (the executors of several 

countries´ public external action) and organisations with an international vocation dominate the 

scenario. Modest initiatives to democratize access to other actors or sub-regions make room for 

creative strategies by private-public partnerships, cooperation networks and platforms, cultural and 

creative entrepreneurs, cultural cooperation initiatives linked with universities and the academic 

sector and programs for knowledge and expertise exchange, training, capacity building or technical 

assistance promoted by cooperation agencies. The flow of resources, originated both at the EU and 

member states´ level, continues to be imbalanced and to go mainly from the EU to LAC. In this 

context, EU institutions and agencies focus on coordinating member states´ actions rather than 

developing an independent agenda of bi-regional cultural relations.   

Cultural policies in the EU and at member state level grow increasingly heterogeneous as a result of 

a more diverse political scenario. The biggest LAC countries, in turn, strengthen their cultural 

agencies, sometimes with a strong focus on upgrading cooperation with Europe. The increasing 

economic presence of China in the region stimulates Chinese cultural penetration through more 

active cultural and educational exchange programs. From a sector perspective, there is a gradual 

increase in the harmonisation of copyright issues in WIPO, and some EU specific regulations to 

enhance bi-regional cultural mobility of goods and professionals (e.g. special visa and trade 

agreements).  

Both in the EU and in LAC the cultural sector, also driven by a view that promotes entrepreneurship 

in all fields of economic activity, sees a preference for cultural expressions, activities and projects 

that favour the development of innovative initiatives. There is a tendency to prioritise those 

instruments of cultural relations that, beyond their intrinsic interest, could create political, economic, 

technology or, to a lesser extent, social synergies. Artistic creativity and cooperation in heritage 

preservation and valorisation is supported by European funds according to their direct or indirect 

contribution to cultural sector value-chains. In a context where a new generation of technological 

advances makes the most of digital potential and artificial intelligence, deeply transforming many 

professions, cultural professionals focus on their creative and cultural mediation roles (which 

machines cannot do). In this context, there can be considerable interest in supporting those 

experiences of cultural cooperation and connection at the bi-regional level researching new 

practices of interaction. 

The EU continues to promote its strategy of internationalization, which allows for an increasingly 

important role for culture as a tool of public diplomacy and an engine for endogenous sustainable 

development. Its aim continues to be to place cultural cooperation at the heart of EU diplomatic 
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relations with countries around the world, seeking to make the EU a key interlocutor in the global 

arena. The EU develops the strategies for international cultural relations identified in the 2016 EC 

Communication on the topic. These include the following operational guidelines: (a) development of 

a political dialogue and exchange of experts at the bi-national and regional level regarding culture 

and the cultural and creative industries (publishing, audio-visual, music); (b) promotion of bilateral 

initiatives, through cooperation projects and academic activities, related to the world of the arts and 

cooperation projects in the academic field in collaboration with cooperation and cultural services 

and embassies; (c) regional programs and projects on cultural promotion, the arts and animation; 

and (d) activities promoted through the development of financing channels, scholarships, grants and 

contests to support major projects like large festivals or cultural events at a national level.  

However, since there are no bi-regional mechanisms, programs or institutions for sector funding, 

these guidelines are unlikely to make a significant impact in the real world. The EU continues to fund 

isolated initiatives (events, translations, scholarships for artists) in some LAC countries, but it is 

mainly a group of member states (Germany, Spain, France, Great Britain and Italy) that provide most 

of the bilateral financing for cultural activities through specific programs or their cultural institutes 

abroad (Goethe, Cervantes/AECID, Alliance Française, British Council and Dante Alighieri, 

respectively). In this context, financial flows remain essentially one-way and reproduce the 

historically predominant presence of these member states, even if Spain fails to recover from the 

severe cut in spending caused by the economic and financial crises. 

In the “Continuity of current trends” scenario, inequalities continue to exist in both regions but most 

evidently in LAC, which was at a disadvantage compared to Europe from the beginning. 

Technological change is likely to increase inequality, widening the digital gap and reshaping social 

relations and territorial cohesion in the field of culture. As a result, professionals and institutions 

located in the most dynamic metropolitan areas and countries of both regions with established 

historical bonds continue to be the main actors. Gender inequalities also pervade the cultural sector, 

in particular in the music industry where they are more evident. The growing public concern with 

inequality may lead to the establishment of eligibility criteria for cooperation grants. 

Diversity lies at the heart of the values of culture. Both the EU and LAC share an interest in the 

protection of linguistic diversity and larger migration flows provide new opportunities for exchange 

and dissemination of cultural and linguistic diversity.  In the “Continuity of current trends” scenario 

both regions continue to protect mutual diversities, but through maintaining different governance 

models. 

The historically significant flow of artists, scholars and professionals between the two regions 

continues, supported by funding sources such as private business, the public sector (through public 

cultural institutions; national, regional and local scholarship and grant programs) and private 

foundations and other non-profit organisations. However, the EU fails to provide an overall 

framework for the mobility of people from the cultural sector from one region to the other, which 

continues to be cumbersome. 

The issue of sustainability becomes increasingly relevant for the cultural sector. The effects of 

climate change threaten the preservation of tangible cultural heritage and also endanger natural 

resources that are relevant for the preservation of intangible heritage. Some consequences of 

climate change, such as mass migration, may affect cultural behavioural patterns and cultural 
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expressions. Massive tourism can also have a large impact on the environment and heritage 

preservation. Since the cultural and creative sectors are not particularly sensitive to environmental 

sustainability, there is room to enhance and promote greater awareness and good practice in this 

field at the bi-regional level.  

In summary, the “Continuity of current trends” scenario shows a slow development of the bi-regional 

dynamics of cultural cooperation, based on voluntary participation and non-binding agreements. 

This trend is not at odds with the July 2018 EU-CELAC Foreign Affairs Ministerial Declaration, which 

calls for a more targeted role for culture and the creative sectors in bi-regional relations (with special 

emphasis on cultural cooperation and mobility). This more targeted role is included in forthcoming 

EU agreements with LAC sub-regions (such as the renewed Cotonou Agreement with CARICOM in 

2021) and/or specific countries. The internationalization strategy of the EU opens the door to an 

increasingly important role for culture as a tool of public diplomacy, combined and leveraged by 

other EU public policy priorities such as sustainable development, for which most LAC countries are 

receptive. Bi-regional cooperation focuses on the mutual enrichment of the cultural capital of 

people and institutions in both regions and on expanding markets for products of the cultural 

industries. Since the EU has designed a large part of its internal cooperation programs on the belief 

that strengthening networks eventually results in a growth in exchanges and collaborative synergies, 

this strategy is replicated in its external action. However, public funds allocated to the area continue 

to be modest. 
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6 “EU NARROWS THE FOCUS” SCENARIO 

The “EU narrows the focus” scenario combines features of the “Nothing but the Single Market” cum 

“Doing less more efficiently” EU scenarios and the “Muddling through” scenario in LAC. Again, 

although the EC report makes a distinction between both EU scenarios, we merged them because in 

both, the EU reduces the scope and breath of its regulatory domains. In the “EU narrows the focus” 

scenario the EU cannot agree to do more in many policy areas and, consequently, decides to focus 

its attention and limited resources on a reduced number of areas. As a result, the EU is able to act 

much more quickly and decisively in its chosen priority areas. For these policies, the EU is given 

stronger tools to directly implement and enforce collective decisions, as it does today in competition 

policy or in banking supervision. Elsewhere, the EU stops acting or does less. In choosing its new 

priorities, the EU seeks to better align promises, expectations and delivery. The “EU narrows the 

focus” scenario contracts further the scope and breath of bi-regional cooperation. This reduces its 

ambition but may give it more focus. The first sub-section presents the broad features and trends of 

the “EU narrows the focus” scenario. The next three sub-sections analyse in more detail the 

implications for bi-regional cooperation in the science and technology, social and cultural 

dimensions.  

 

6.1 THE BROAD PICTURE 
In the “EU narrows the focus” scenario the deepening of certain key aspects of the single market will 

continue to receive a high priority. The major raison d’être of the EU is the good functioning of the 

internal market, the progress of which depends on the capacity to agree related policies and 

standards. This proves easier for the free movement of capital and of goods, which continues to be 

tariff-free, than it does in other areas. The EU develops new rules and enforcement tools to deepen 

the single market in key new areas, focusing on excellence in R&D and investing in new EU-wide 

projects to support de-carbonisation and digitalization. Typical examples include further cooperation 

on space, high-tech clusters and the completion of regional energy hubs.  

As a result of this strong focus on reducing the EU regulatory burden, differences persist or increase 

in areas such as consumer, social and environmental standards, as well as in taxation and the use of 

public subsidies, creating the risk of a “race to the bottom”. It is also difficult to agree new common 

rules on the mobility of workers or for access to regulated professions. Thus, the free movement of 

workers and services is not fully guaranteed. Citizens´ rights derived from EU law may become 

restricted over time, but they may be strengthened in those areas where countries choose to do 

more together. 

The concentration of EU’s attention and limited resources upon a reduced number of areas enables 

it to act faster and more decisively in these priority areas. In those domains regulated at a EU level, 

greater enforcement powers ensure compliance and help to close the gap between promise and 

delivery. However, agreeing on priority areas is difficult. The EU may step up its work in fields such 

as innovation, trade, security, migration, the management of borders and defence and stop acting or 

doing less in areas where its added value is more modest, such as regional development, public 

health or parts of employment and social policy not directly related to the single market. State aid 
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control is further delegated to national authorities. There is a movement away from harmonization 

and towards minimum standards in the areas of consumer protection, the environment and health 

and safety at work. 

The EU´s global influence may change in line with its recalibrated possibilities. The capacity to act 

collectively may be limited and internal disagreements on the approach to international trade may 

mean that the EU faces increasing difficulties to conclude deals with its partners. The euro area 

continues to struggle to improve its internal functioning, but divergences and limited cooperation in 

the monetary union can become a source of vulnerability, eventually threatening the integrity of the 

single currency and financial stability. If security, migration, the management of borders and 

defence complement the priority assigned to the single market, cooperation between police and 

judicial authorities on terrorism-related issues may become more systematic and the management 

of external borders and all asylum claims may be run collectively by EU bodies. Alternatively, 

insufficient cooperation on security and migration may result in checks on people at the border 

becoming a more regular practice. Failing closer coordination, the role of nations will mount in areas 

such as migration, some foreign policy issues and humanitarian development aid. Agreeing common 

positions on global issues such as climate change, fighting tax evasion and harnessing globalization 

may become more difficult.  

As explained in section V.1, in the “Continuity of current trends” scenario the performance of LAC 

countries shows a mixed story. On the plus side the region enjoys moderate economic fortunes and 

democracies do not go backwards. Under the pressure of growing middle classes the region’s 

institutions become gradually more efficient, transparent, and accountable. But progress is uneven 

and public institutions are not always healthy. Considerable progress is also made in some key social 

areas. On the minus side, economic growth is uneven across the region and inequality remains a 

prime challenge, with the social situation being particularly adverse in Central America’s Northern 

Triangle. South American countries remain heavily reliant on commodity exports and no LAC country 

becomes a world leader in the knowledge economy.  

Economic performance is moderately positive due to a modest upswing in global trade triggered by 

a recovery of global growth and demand from large Asian emerging economies and OECD countries. 

Escalating international trade conflicts do not degenerate into an open trade war, enabling a series 

of regional trade agreements to help increase trade flows around the world and aiding regional 

economies through updated regulations. Industrial exports from Mexico to the US continue to grow 

and global commodity (particularly food) demand rebounds. But the economic storyline is uneven: 

growth is stronger in the Andean and Central American sub-regions due to younger populations and 

a lower starting productivity base.   

The so-called demographic window gradually closes for most LAC countries, but Central America 

continues to be the youngest sub-region. Economic burdens associated with an ageing population 

(rising public pensions and health care costs) become increasingly evident. Whilst cross-country 

responses to the transition to a new demography vary, overall it is reasonably managed. Some of the 

more promising developments are a shrinking informal economy and an improvement in public 

health indicators. Economic growth helps to reduce informality, but increasing education, less 

complex tax codes, lower regulatory barriers for new business, less corruption and stricter 

enforcement of basic labour rights also play a role. Despite the improvement in public health 
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conditions, chronic diseases increase their incidence and raise the healthcare cost burden. 

Pandemics remain a threat partly due to increased international interactions and the impact of 

climate change.  

Although the economic trajectory of LAC is moderately positive in absolute terms, it is muddied 

relative to the rest of the world, and particularly to East Asian economies, which in contrast to LAC 

experience growth driven by high levels of education, high rates of investment, pay-off from 

decades of world-class infrastructure investments, and globally competitive technology hubs. 

Although during most of the period LAC growth benefits from relative youthfulness, the region is 

unable to compete as effectively in attracting capital, employing it productively, and realizing gains 

from strategic investments. LAC economies continue to rely disproportionately on the export of raw 

or poorly processed commodities or of lower value-added goods and services. Investments to 

improve trans-boundary linkages throughout the region fall short of necessity and although 

investment in human capital rises, it does so by less than needed in secondary and tertiary 

education. Given the increasing importance of education in the global knowledge economy, this 

deficit goes some way to explaining why the region fares poorly relative to East Asia. Comparatively 

low educational levels, high (but decreasing) informality, and poor infrastructure all contribute to 

LAC´s inability to become a significant actor in the global knowledge economy. Universities are 

unable to turn their scientific research into commercially viable technology and fail to build better 

links with the private sector. The vast majority of university faculty does not work within academic 

systems that encourage turning their lab research into start-up enterprises. Despite these structural 

challenges, there are exceptions and some innovation hubs emerge and produce a few world-

renowned products.  

One bright spot is that governments are able to manage without undergoing major transformations 

due to reasonable economic growth and lower levels of informality. This is not a windfall as the 

increase in resources is consumed by a growing demand for infrastructure, public services and the 

consequences of ageing. The overall sustainable fiscal stance and the behaviour of the middle class 

help to account for political stability across the region. As long as the public services that it needs are 

delivered in a reasonably timely and effective manner, corruption does not worsen, and the tax 

burden stays tolerable, the middle class shows that it can live with governance that is not yet at 

world standards, becoming a force pushing for gradual rather than radical reform.  

The dynamics of regional integration also stays largely unchanged. CELAC survives as a forum for 

political dialogue and the promotion of diplomatic cooperation and exchange, but political 

heterogeneity remains an obstacle to closer coordination and the implementation of common 

initiatives. Most of the action among LAC countries takes place in sub-regional groups. The Pacific 

Alliance remains the most dynamic and internally coherent group, but structural economic 

heterogeneity and different geo-political realities limit the depth of their economic integration. 

Spurred by a watered-down version of the TPP, some economies of the group continue to deepen 

their links with the Pacific region while others orbit around the North American gravity centre. 

MERCOSUR continues immersed in an erratic path and strives to survive. Although it formally 

maintains the target of building a customs union, de facto and de jure flexibilities make room for 

national priorities and changing political circumstances. This trajectory continues to blur the identity 

of the regional group but opens the door to closer cooperation among like-minded MERCOSUR 

members and/or MERCOSUR members and third parties (especially the South American members of 
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the Pacific Alliance). The Central American countries deepen their economic and political linkages 

with their partners in North America, within the limits posed by a fragile internal security 

environment. The Caribbean, in turn, fails to overcome the constraints posed by insularity and size 

and begins to suffer more acutely from the downfalls of climate change.   

In summary, in the “EU narrows the focus” scenario the scope of bi-regional policy cooperation 

shrinks in line with the recalibrated competences of the EU. On the EU side, none of the three policy 

dimensions of interest to EULAC-Focus is targeted for enhanced intra-EU cooperation. This limits the 

ability of EU institutions to be the engine behind the deepening and broadening of bi-regional 

cooperation. Combined with the perennial constraints that limit the coordination and competences 

on LAC side, the bi-regional agenda retreats. The EU de-emphasizes the bi-regional approach to EU-

LAC cooperation and national policies and bilateral relations gain a more visible role.  

 

6.2 THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIMENSION IN THE “EU NARROWS THE FOCUS” 

SCENARIO 
In the “EU narrows the focus” scenario EU member countries reclaim sovereignty in deciding in 

which topics they get involved and at what pace. STI is not chosen to be one of the major 

cooperation areas, and the European private sector decisively influences the agenda setting in the 

field of applied sciences. In LAC, in turn, ministries responsible for STI and national research councils 

continue to be the main promoters of collaboration but lack the muscle and/or resources to 

decisively shape STI cooperation with the EU. In this scenario, the bulk of EU-LAC STI cooperation 

shifts towards a bilateral, rather than bi-regional, basis and becomes more overtly dominated by 

national agendas.   

EU funding resources concentrate in areas seen as accelerators of economic development, 

enhancers of innovation capabilities and areas required to deal with internal priorities such as 

security, migration and defence. The issue of the social impact of STI gradually loses importance and 

visibility. An even greater focus on excellence shifts funds for STI cooperation to the global and/or 

bilateral level, in coincidence with the rapid rise of some Asian countries as key STI actors. New 

global powers (remarkably China) partly displace European STI funding and presence in LAC in the 

areas of natural resources and raw materials. Funding from the European Union´s Framework 

Programs become less accessible to LAC scientists, except for those internationally competitive in 

areas selected by the EU as a priority. Since foreign policy considerations become more difficult to 

articulate at the EU level, STI cooperation on topics where there is EU interest is channelled mainly 

through area and country-specific instruments. Multilateral agreements gradually loose relevance 

and are replaced by bilateral or mini-lateral understandings. Overall, public and private funding of 

STI falls except for priority issues such as de-carbonisation, digitalization, innovation, security, 

migration, defence and the management of borders.  

Bi-regional cooperation focuses mainly on mobility of researchers and integration of research 

infrastructures, but it is channelled largely on a bilateral or mini-lateral basis. Enhanced instruments 

for mobility are implemented but not all EU and LAC countries have balanced participation. On the 

LAC side the beneficiaries of a geographically narrowed-down cooperation approach are a few 

countries, such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. After decades of capacity-building projects, 
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the internationalization of LAC universities attracts more scholars in fields identified by the EU as 

relevant. In these fields some bilateral or mini-lateral projects and calls may be launched.  

The issue of RI/Joint research labs and clusters gains importance in the EU since the facilities, data 

and services provided are seen as innovation facilitators, as improving the excellence of the 

European STI landscape and opening up access to new markets. Major STI topics are space, high-

tech clusters and the completion of regional energy hubs. The international cooperation and 

outreach of European projects is focused on unique RI of special interest, such as those existing in 

China and Russia. In the LAC region, only a few countries such as Brazil, Argentina, Chile and Mexico 

have their own large-scale RI of excellence and gain visibility in the international community. These 

countries are addressed directly rather than through bi-regional channels, with Brazil and Mexico 

attracting most of the attention.  

Some LAC countries adopt sound national innovation policies, frequently inspired by the example of 

the EU. However, bi-regional cooperation in the field is modest and remains mostly dominated by 

the agenda setting of the EU, which narrows down to a few enabling technologies such as digital 

social innovation, nanotechnology, biodiversity, ICT and robotics. Scientific knowledge is closely 

connected to the needs and demands of the private sector, which makes scientific communication 

more heavily influenced by private sector interests. Open research is downgraded and receives little 

support. Similarly, market development of integrated and cyber-resilient ICT solutions and systems is 

restricted. 

The digital divide that goes along with the digital revolution is clearly noticeable within and between 

countries, especially in LAC. Modern information and communication technologies provide a vast 

array of innovative capabilities to solve challenges related to resource-efficiency, climate change and 

sustainable development. However, as the EU backsliding intensifies, the digital transformation 

remains active only in some areas where it is fully adopted and supported by the cooperation of end 

users. Therefore, challenges related to the interoperability and standardization, collection, 

protection and sharing of data between users, services and infrastructures, intelligent smart 

metering, integration with other systems, ICT governance and public awareness and acceptance fail 

to be dealt with in a harmonized way. The digital divide also shows in EU-LAC cooperation, as 

demonstrated by a decrease in the number of collaborative endeavours and networks linking EU and 

LAC countries.  

The mobility situation in the EU changes slightly as the free movement of workers and services is not 

fully guaranteed by a two-speed Europe. Therefore, there is a growing risk of brain drain from the 

outer circle as qualified researchers try to secure positions in superior research centres and hubs. 

The same process occurs in smaller or less developed LAC countries, where STI enjoys an even lower 

priority or which lack developed research hubs. These researchers find it attractive to relocate to 

science centres, even if that means leaving their native countries for the rest of their scientific 

careers. The EU-LAC mobility of researchers suffers from the administrative hindrances faced by 

non-EU citizens. However, mobility programs, an industry concentrated on scientific excellence and 

the personal networks of scientists operate and make possible the internationalization of 

researchers in big science hubs in both regions. 

As for sustainability, the EU continues to support climate protection pledges and the 

implementation of sustainable development goals, but concentrates its diplomatic and material 
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resources in global, rather than bi-regional, initiatives. Cooperation in topics such as renewable 

energies, adaptation to climate change, sustainable urbanization and clean water and sanitation 

move forward only where and when European private actors find it profitable. Civil society and 

NGOs pressures encourage governments to pay attention to these topics, but on a 

global/multilateral, rather than regional, scale.  

Inequality in the scientific labour market encourages brain drain from outer countries of the EU and 

from smaller LAC countries to bigger and more developed ones. In order to attract top-notch 

researchers and make relocation attractive for them, some LAC institutions offer European expat 

scientists salaries higher than those of their local colleagues. This practice risks discouraging local 

scientists in relation to their own professional advancement, creating a glass-ceiling effect.  

In summary, the determinant factor in this scenario is the EU withdrawal from an aggressive 

internationalizing strategy and the concentration of attention within its borders. Willingness to 

cooperate on the EU side will exist only on topics of direct interest to the Union, mainly those that 

have straightforward economic implications or promise to cope with specific internal challenges. 

Moreover, cooperation shifts away from the bi-regional towards the multilateral (in search of 

excellence) and bilateral (where mutual interests can be more clearly identified and served) spaces.  

 

6.3 THE SOCIAL DIMENSION IN THE “EU NARROWS THE FOCUS” SCENARIO 
In the “EU narrows the focus” scenario the EU concentrates its resources and energies on a few 

“priority areas” considered vital, such as key aspects of the single market. In these areas there is a 

more effective and quicker collective decision-making combined with a removal of regulatory 

burdens. However, and precisely because of this, the risk of a “race to the bottom” mounts. Efforts 

to establish a distinct and unionised European Social Model fade away and the Pillar of Social Rights 

is abandoned in practice. The re-nationalization of social policy, a number of setbacks in rules and 

regulations on social standards and the priority assigned to the strength and stability of the euro 

contribute to erode EU social minimum standards. The EU keeps rules to promote cross-border 

movements of people in place, such as rules on social security rights of migrant workers, on posting 

of workers, on cross-border health care and on free provision of services, but minimum standards 

are softened (e.g. health and safety for workers, working and rest time, or maternity and paternity 

leave) and re-nationalised. In effect, the realisation of social rights proclaimed in the EU Social Pillar 

is largely beyond the reach of EU authorities, as Member States are very jealous at keeping their 

competence on social policy issues not invaded by EU harmonization. Due to remaining high income 

and wage divergence within the EU, migration from poorer to richer countries accelerates, fuelling 

national-populist tendencies that may even lead to renewed risks of country departures from the 

Union.  

In LAC, where social policy has never been part of regional cooperation initiatives, a more stable and 

uneven political outlook combines with persistent inequality and a weakened social contract. 

Empowered and more cosmopolitan middle classes get mobilized. Citizens lose further trust in 

public institutions and new social movements gain more influence as compared to classical 

organizations (political parties, trade unions, etc). However, in some countries nationalist and 

populist leaders have already created backlashes in the aspirations and values of liberal democracy. 
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These divergent trajectories mean that the social dimension of the EU-CELAC political dialogue 

narrows considerably. The EU gears priority issues towards employment and the adaptation of social 

security systems to a re-structured labour market in light of the digital economy. The LAC countries, 

in turn, lack the muscle and/or the shared perspective necessary to shape the agenda.  

The EU and LAC both share a lack of leadership when it comes to finding solutions to the negative 

impacts of globalisation. The confidence of citizens in “Europe” as a great integration project 

continues to fade and the breadth and scope of European institutions shrink, leaving behind the 

ideal of the EU as a community of values. This fact destabilizes the EU as a role model for social 

development, democracy and integration in LAC. New creative and resourceful solutions to societal 

problems are implemented by powerful, well-resourced institutions, as well as by compassionate, 

principled and committed citizens, entrepreneurs and civil social organizations, often in partnership 

with public authorities. In LAC, more countries create local citizens´ councils to test innovative ideas 

for more inclusive and participatory governance and civil services.  These social innovation initiatives 

gain importance in EU-LAC relations, as the ties between the social actors of the two regions, forged 

through decades of cooperation and exchange, remain strong. Access to healthcare, food security 

and the preservation of the environment are some of the major challenges tackled by these new 

actors, whose cooperation, delivery of services and exchange of good practices is greatly facilitated 

by digitalisation. 

The influence of innovative cities and city administrations in the social field mounts, particularly 

those that are successful in creating enabling environments for job creation, social innovation, 

diversity management and economic and social prosperity. By putting investment in culture and 

creativity at the centre of their local development strategies, and simultaneously promoting citizen 

engagement and community building, some low and medium-income cities prosper in social and 

economic terms, both in the EU and LAC. Closer cooperation between these successful actors builds 

upon pre-existing networks initially developed by EU-funded programmes, that prove resilient and 

become a major force for bi-regional cooperation through the creation, for example, of bi-regional 

co-learning spaces on urban policies for sustainable city development.  

At a political level EU-CELAC summits lose relevance and almost no funding is committed from both 

sides, especially for social issues. Formally, in this scenario official priorities for the social dialogue 

also follow the commitments made in international framework agreements such as the Paris 

Agreement on Climate Change and the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development, which stress the 

fight against inequality, the promotion of human rights and the respect of ecological limits. But in 

parallel, continuous exploitation of LAC natural resources and cheap labour goes counter to these 

stated objectives. The scope and breath of bi-regional summits narrow significantly, and meetings 

focus mainly on issues of economic cooperation with the poorest countries, crime prevention, 

immigration and the combat of terrorism. Cooperation with sub-regional organisations develops 

very much in a similar direction. As long as it survives, cooperation on social issues is limited to the 

bilateral level and engages only some EU countries (especially Spain and Portugal). In contrast, there 

is an increase in the scope of action of organisations acting at the fringes of formal EU-CELAC 

relations (like universities and networks such as REDIAL).  

The EU pushes a dialogue on work environments, the social impact of digitalisation and automation 

and the adaptation of social security systems to restructured labour markets, where the EU gains 
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more competences and seeks to present itself as a role model for LAC. However, much more 

prominent in the political dialogue are the topics of crime prevention (including cybercrime), border 

management and security.  

Development cooperation would become the favourite instrument to promote the economic 

objectives of the EU, but social policy cooperation is not ranked as a priority. Some European 

countries (particularly Northern countries) continue to be a reference in the field of social policy for 

LAC, in some cases leading to stronger bilateral ties and programmes.  Moreover, this instrument is 

reoriented towards the new concept of development as a multidimensional process applicable to all 

countries and the new logic of “international cooperation” (as already described in previous 

sections).  

Stricter EU immigration policies contract the flow of migrants from LAC to the EU and encourage LAC 

migrants (especially irregular ones) to return home. No multilateral effort to address migration 

issues is undertaken and there is an increase in selective restrictions imposed by EU member states 

to inflows from some LAC countries. Specific agreements favour highly qualified migration. Some 

LAC countries try to include in the bilateral dialogue the protection of the human rights of migrants, 

but they have very little impact. EU-LAC cooperation becomes basically instrumental to the creation 

of LAC regional capacities for the collection and processing of migration-related data. This allows 

more and better exchange of knowledge on EU-LAC migration flows.  

As in the “Continuity of current trends” scenario human right violations remain a challenge across 

LAC, particularly as public security (increasingly threatened by drug production and trafficking) gains 

importance in the public agenda. However, the priority given to European business opportunities in 

LAC sometimes goes counter to the official rhetoric that stresses human rights defence and 

ecological sustainability.  

Inequality becomes a growing concern in the EU and remains a major feature of the LAC scenario. 

Modest economic growth and structural change fails to close the gap between rich and poor, both 

nationally and regionally. In the EU, the emphasis on fiscal consolidation and the strengthening of 

the single market combine to promote the extensive deregulation of labour markets, slow real wage 

and infrastructure investment growth, and cuts in social benefits and social rights. The simultaneous 

increase of risks and cuts in welfare spending reach the European middle class. Although some 

progress is made regarding the social protection of non-standard and self-employed workers (a topic 

imposed by the digital revolution), the EU fails to keep the promise to treat the social dimension 

with the same sense of urgency as the other pillars of the economic and monetary union. As a result, 

it is confronted with a hike in poverty and a widening gap between rich and poor. LAC does not 

perform better, as governments neglect public policies and infrastructure spending for education, 

social and environmental protection.  

In summary, the issue of social inclusion largely disappears from the bi-regional agenda. Even 

though the social investment paradigm continues to prevail in LAC as a model for welfare reform, 

the re-nationalization of social policies in the EU does not help to maintain the topic as a component 

of the bi-regional dialogue and cooperation. The issue of territorial cohesion is also de-emphasized 

in bi-regional cooperation and no successor project to flagship projects like URB-AL is implemented. 

While the territorial approach continues to attract the attention of LAC academics and policymakers, 

the cohesion approach is abandoned.  
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The SDGs provide a very valuable framework for EU-LAC relations, but the development of 

recommendations for targeted interventions in support of SDGs at the bi-regional level makes little 

progress. Similarly, although the SDGs offer the opportunity to dedicate special attention to 

developing and smaller countries (like the Caribbean or Central American), particularly on issues 

related to resilience, most of the action (as far as there is some) becomes a matter of bilateral 

initiatives. Diversity also becomes a non-issue in EU-LAC relations.  

 

6.4 CULTURE IN THE “EU NARROWS THE FOCUS” SCENARIO 
In the “EU narrows the focus” scenario EU-LAC cultural cooperation tends to leave the space to 

bilateral cooperation by those countries with a long history of cooperation, either due to colonial 

legacy, migration flows or value identities (for example, the Ibero-American community). Due to the 

lack of a common EU vision, EU-LAC cultural cooperation follows the lines of national interests and 

established bilateral relations and is negatively affected by a reduction in the funds allocated to this 

area, as well as by a concentration of EU external cultural action in areas of maximum strategic 

interest (the southern Mediterranean, eastern Europe and, probably, Asia). On the one hand, 

external relations become clearly subordinated to strategic, economic, political and security 

interests. On the other, nationalist leaders leave little room for action in the hands of “Brussels 

bureaucrats”, The outcome is a diminished political interest to explicitly support EU-LAC cooperation, 

except for public relations and public diplomacy purposes. On the LAC side, the lack of regional 

leadership and the absence of a regional authority with a clear mandate on cultural policies only 

strengthen the downgrading of this policy area in the bi-regional agenda. The result is that 

practitioners from countries with little experience in cultural exchange risk becoming invisible. Other 

actors (such as China) may take the progressive EU withdrawal from the LAC cultural scene as an 

opportunity to gain more influence.  

However, cultural exchange within the EU continues to be intense and to develop through 

traditional practices and methodologies, such as scholarships, festivals, tours, exhibitions, etc., along 

the lines drawn by various entities of public, private or mixed nature. In this scenario migration flows 

and cultural dynamics make the exchange between the EU and LAC limited but intense. Since there 

are less official efforts to promote new approaches to facilitate or stimulate stable and sustainable 

cultural networks, the capacity of the existing ones to develop new approaches and contents in the 

process of social organization becomes critical. New technologies and the digital world make the 

task easier. The links between culture and other areas, such as tourism, urban planning and renewal, 

the bonds resulting from the development of cultural and creative industries, or the new trends 

emerging from the digitalisation of culture mean that, even if an inward-looking vision prevails, 

there is a continuous transformation of cultural relations and frameworks for international 

cooperation. Higher urban concentration fosters new relations where issues such as co-living, 

diversity, social cohesion and sustainability give culture a prominent role. Furthermore, an increased 

use and enjoyment of leisure time enhances the production of cultural and creative goods and 

services linked to the digital world, giving a push to innovation.   

In this scenario the fragmentation and multiplicity of cultural actors intensifies, and the bulk of bi-

regional relations stay in the hands of large cultural institutions. In contrast, networks, associative 

platforms and the creation of spaces for formal and informal collaboration at the local level 
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experience a setback. National governments exercise their decision-making power and gain an 

increasingly influential role, generating deeper involvement and commitment with their actions. The 

counterpart is less space left for marginal actors and small networks both in the artistic, and the 

heritage and academic cultural fields. Also, the cultural industry (publishing, audio-visual and others) 

that traditionally uses co-production support schemes has to rethink its strategy in order to reach 

traditional markets on the opposite side of the Atlantic.  

The dynamics of innovation in the cultural field are reduced to private and inter-institutional 

initiatives or, at the inter-governmental level, to geographically asymmetrical bilateral or sub-

regional programmes. Digitalisation and new technologies boost relations with foreign partners, but 

most of the resources are used to strengthen infrastructures, equipment and platforms. The decline 

in funds allocated to international cooperation by the EU, traditionally focused on developing 

innovation, also portends a reduction in exchanges in this field. In turn, the lack of an institutional 

structure in the field of culture in CELAC makes it impossible to compensate for less European 

resources. The scaling down of EU-LAC relations probably boosts the development of relations 

between LAC and other regions of the world, in particular with the more technologically advanced 

countries, potentially interested in creativity and the significant dimension of the LAC market. 

With the narrowing of the focus of the EU upon the single market and a few other priority areas, the 

increase in inequalities is not accompanied by more funding to cope with its effects in the cultural 

sector. Similarly, a narrow EU focus shifts attention away from the effects of unsustainable economic 

practices upon LAC cultural and natural heritage. The bi-regional mobility of artists, scholars and 

professionals, contracts due to the cutbacks in EU funding. Mobility of LAC professionals to other 

regions may increase as they look for new opportunities (grants, scholarships, co-productions, etc.). 

Coincident with its more inward-oriented bias, the EU focuses more on protecting and promoting its 

internal cultural and linguistic diversity, which may downplay the role of European national institutes 

of culture in LAC, in particular EUNIC (the European network of these institutions). This may limit 

their capacity to act and promote linguistic and cultural initiatives, which may become more focused 

on commercially and financially sustainable projects. The promotion of cultural linguistic diversity 

stays mainly in the hands of UNESCO, as the EU withdraws from the topic. 

In summary, in the “EU narrows the focus” scenario there is a decrease in the number of actions and 

new limitations in the sectors of intervention at the bi-regional level. EU funds are allocated to areas 

seen as indispensable, targeting some LAC countries considered as a priority. The narrower focus of 

the EU has particularly negative consequences on strengthening strategies for network cooperation, 

both on an internal and inter-regional level. The development of more dynamic forms of 

communication and distribution between both continents is confined to traditional areas between 

linguistically and culturally homogeneous countries and regions. 
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7 “MOVING FORWARD” SCENARIO 

The “Moving forward” scenario combines features of the “Deepening” scenario for the EU and the 

“Towards Integration” cum “Governance on the rise” LAC scenarios. The IDB-Atlantic Council report 

makes a distinction between the two LAC scenarios, but we melted them down in the process of 

building bi-regional scenarios. The logic behind this decision is that the two LAC scenarios constitute 

positive projections of the LAC future concerning, respectively, internal and regional governance, 

which makes them suitable to be merged into a single scenario. The first sub-section presents the 

broad features and trends of this scenario. The next three sub-sections analyse in more detail their 

implications for bi-regional cooperation in the science and technology, social and cultural 

dimensions.  

 

7.1 THE BROAD PICTURE 
In the “Moving forward” scenario EU member states reach consensus that neither the EU as it is, nor 

European countries on their own, are well-equipped enough to face the challenges of the day. 

Member states decide to share more power, resources and decision-making powers across the 

board. Cooperation between member states goes further in all domains. The euro area is 

strengthened, and decisions are agreed faster at the European level and are rapidly enforced. The 

EU speaks and acts as one not only in trade and trade-related issues. It is also represented by one 

seat in most international forums. Defence and security are prioritized through the creation of a 

European Defence Union complementary to NATO. The EU strengthens its leadership in the global 

fight against climate change and strengthens its role in humanitarian and development aid. EU´s 

broad-ranging foreign policy reinforces a joint approach to migration. A closer partnership with 

Europe´s neighbourhood and beyond helps to manage migration, create economic opportunities 

and tackle irregular channels.  

There is strong focus on completing the single market in the fields of energy, digital and services. 

Joint investments in innovation and research lead to the emergence of several “Silicon valleys” 

hosting venture capitalists, start-ups, large companies and research centres. Fully integrated capital 

markets help mobilize finance for SMEs and major infrastructure projects across the EU. There is 

much greater coordination on fiscal, social and taxation matters in the Eurozone (with a variable 

geometry and open to member states willing to join), as well as European supervision of financial 

services. Additional financial support is made available to boost economic development and respond 

to regional, sector and national shocks. Citizens have more rights derived from EU law and decision-

making is greater and faster at the EU level. The downside is the risk of alienating parts of society 

that feel that the EU lacks legitimacy or has taken too much power away from national authorities.  

In LAC, positive developments are shown in the quality of both domestic and regional governance. 

The expansion of an increasingly demanding and politically active middle class deepens the 

mechanisms of social participation, strengthening democratic norms and leading to significant 

transformations in government effectiveness and popular legitimacy. Universal suffrage and regular 

elections remain the norm with nearly no exceptions, political debates take prevalence over political 

violence and governments embrace civic mobilization as a catalyst for change. The quality of public 
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services improves surprisingly quickly partly due to a digital revolution that catapults e-government 

to the forefront. Main drivers for this improvement in governance are the impact of the region’s 

growing middle class, the pervasiveness of democratic norms, and the positive effects of information 

technology on both governance and the citizenry.   

The emergence of a larger and politically active middle class, encouraged by decent economic 

growth and (initially) income redistribution programs, produces a radical transformation in the 

socio-political landscape. A larger, more self-conscious and more empowered middle class acquires a 

stronger voice and translates it into greater participation in political processes.  

Apart from its social and political effects, the growing middle class also contributes to robust 

economic growth through its labour and inventiveness, as revealed by a multiplication of start-ups. 

The middle class also uses its increasing purchasing power and resources to save, consume and 

invest for long-term returns. The public sector does its share through the provision of quality public 

services that support productive activities. Empowered citizens and non-state groups, and a stronger 

civil society, use technology as a means for mobilization, advocacy and, ultimately, creation of 

policies that prove beneficial to economies across the region. Governments become much more 

adept at creating and using effective and efficient e-governance tools, reducing tax evasion and 

informality and making them more accountable.  

LAC countries design and implement state policies to expand the use of technology in government. 

In the area of tax policy, and jointly with a reform of national tax agencies, this leads to a significant 

reduction in the rates of informal labour. The use of technology to make governments more 

accountable increases pressure on decision-makers to resolve social problems and expectations 

among citizens that their concerns will be heard. Cities are among the first to experiment with tech-

enabled governance, which later migrates upward to other levels of government. A more intensive 

use of modern technologies is made possible by large investments in the Internet and mobile 

infrastructure, enabling near-universal Internet access. Public-private partnerships are crucial to 

expand the access of ICT.  

Enhanced government efficiency makes insurgent groups, gangs and powerful criminal enterprises 

lose ground. Coordinated demand-side and supply-side strategies aimed at combating illicit markets 

controlled by criminal organizations weaken the power of drug trafficking organizations. Greater 

regional cooperation in combating crime paired with improved and targeted development projects 

and redistributive policies that attack poverty and inequality in rural areas help to further 

consolidate democratic governance. Progress is particularly remarkable in Colombia and the 

Northern Triangle, where the introduction of effective systems for sharing intelligence and tracking 

the movements of criminals and funds across borders are fundamental. Such measures have an 

economic pay off, as reduced security risks attract greater inflows of foreign direct investment.  

Improvements in governance and successful human development policies help economies to grow 

faster than in the “Continuity of current trends” scenario. The countries and sub-regions that enjoy 

the greatest gains are those that improved social institutions, democratic governance and human 

capital the most. In relative terms, Central America is the most benefited, followed by the Southern 

Cone, the Andean region and the Caribbean. Improving democracy also enables governments to 

enact important policy reforms in a host of areas, such as tax and fiscal policies, making LAC 

economies more resilient to external shocks and less volatile. Other reforms, such as the reduction 
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in business start-up costs, simpler tax filing and new bankruptcy laws, aim at promoting innovation 

and entrepreneurship and benefit SMEs the most. Governments prioritize infrastructure and 

education as two vital public services needing greater investment and also invest heavily in 

healthcare. A remaining challenge is to keep new middle-class income families safe, and to create 

social protection networks to prevent them from falling back into the ranks of the poor. In any case, 

looking back, the region has gone through an immense transformation 

These profound changes have reached not only individual countries but the whole region. Realizing 

that they could benefit more together than they would apart, countries start to cooperate in making 

investments and coordinating policies with the goal of increasing the region´s level of integration. 

The priority areas are infrastructure, education and skills, innovation policy, energy and financial 

coordination. LAC governments invest big in infrastructure, not only to upgrade national systems or 

systems geared primarily to global trade, but to improve linkages across national boundaries to bind 

the region more tightly together and facilitate trade and commerce around and through the region. 

Countries increase infrastructure investment as a share of GDP by nearly twofold, helped by public-

private partnerships. In addition to much-needed capital, private sector participation provides 

technical and managerial know-how for large-scale projects. Infrastructure investments have the 

largest pay-off for Central American countries, which face the largest opportunity costs of 

underdevelopment in this area. Other sub-regions that benefit considerably are the Caribbean and 

the Andean.  

As with infrastructure, countries make conscious decisions to invest in regional energy systems and 

to diversify energy sources, improving reliability and lowering costs. The region is ripe for energy 

integration because some countries are energy-deficient while others are energy-abundant. 

Countries revise energy subsidies, diversify energy sources and invest in scaling the ample supply of 

non-traditional renewable energy resources, becoming friendlier toward low-carbon energy sources.  

The LAC countries also mobilize to integrate banking and capital markets benefiting from economies 

of scale, diversified risk exposures, the attraction of outside capital and increased liquidity. Building 

on the experience of the Pacific Alliance, an Integrated Latin American Market is created. Regulatory 

harmonization eliminates duplication of compliance tests and allows pension and insurance funds to 

diversify their risks with cross-border investments, making the region less vulnerable to external 

shocks.  

An additional key ingredient is investment in human capital, the upgrading of skills, and the focus on 

higher value-added goods and services for export. This is part of a larger strategy to pivot away from 

dependence on extractive industries. The members of the Pacific Alliance along with MERCOSUR 

member states lead the way by investing in technical education and setting up programs that allow 

student exchanges. They standardize university credits, facilitate student exchanges with visa 

waivers, and build an integrated financial aid program. Better connecting universities to the business 

community is one of the top achievements. Countries now recognize degrees and credentials across 

borders, which helps to remove barriers to labour mobility. The Internet and new communications 

technology also facilitate global interactions, which allow companies and employees to increase 

their mobility. There is also remarkable progress in aligning education and research and 

development with areas of the economy in which the LAC countries have a comparative advantage. 

These investments in education, infrastructure, and other areas, coupled with stable 
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macroeconomic conditions, facilitate a gradual transition to a higher value-added and innovation-

driven economy. Favourable trade performances, strategic investment in human capital and 

infrastructure, and increased labour mobility translate into a general reduction of informality. 

However, in spite of the diversification of the LAC economies and their export patterns, many of 

them are still too resource-dependent and far less complex than developed economies. As countries 

become more collaborative on a wide range of international issues, this helps to mitigate external 

shocks and threats to democracy and security. Economic interdependence, founded on mutually 

beneficial economic linkages, promotes peace through increased communication, information 

sharing, and shared interests. 

A stronger focus on regional cooperation and integration gives CELAC a bigger role as a forum for 

intra-regional coordination and exchange. In some particular areas, region-wide initiatives or the 

extension of sub-regional initiatives to the whole region make sense. However, innovation and 

experimentation remain critically located in sub-regional groups. MERCOSUR, while maintaining its 

customs union format, embraces more outward-oriented policies thus facilitating cooperation with 

other sub-regional groups, like the Pacific Alliance. Progress in regulatory harmonization helps to 

effectively integrate a large sub-regional market, turning it into a heavyweight pivot. The Central 

American region maintains and deepens its economic ties with North America, but not at the 

expense of cooperation and coordination with South American economies. The Caribbean, in turn, 

strengthens its regional institutions to reduce the hindrances of small size and insularity.  

Summing up, the “Moving forward” scenario depicts a flourishing future for both regions. The 

deepening of regional integration on both sides of the Atlantic raises the relevance of regional 

institutions, but at a heterogeneous pace. The EU tightens the relationship between its member 

states as they recognize the need for unity and for granting more power to the Union. As a result, 

the EU expands the scope of its competences and policies to many areas, remarkably in the social 

policy field but also in STI. However, in the area of STI the expansion of EU regional policies affects 

much more internal activities than their external dimension. Moreover, even in this positive scenario 

culture fails to be singled out as a priority area for EU collective action. In the “Moving forward” 

scenario LAC countries strengthen their regional coordination and cooperation mechanisms, 

particularly in areas that have a positive impact on economic performance and social cohesion. STI 

gains more relevance in both the domestic and regional policy agendas. The similar challenges posed 

by the empowerment of the middle class and the existence of more responsive governments creates 

incentives to exchange experiences and best practices in the social policy field, particularly on 

initiatives geared to foster the integration of labour markets. However, even in the context of these 

positive trends, there are large differences in the scope and depth of competences of EU and CELAC. 

In effect, the latter remains essentially a forum for diplomatic coordination and exchange rather 

than an actor with legal powers and financial resources to move forward whatever collective agenda 

is agreed. 

 

7.2 THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIMENSION IN THE “MOVING FORWARD” SCENARIO 
In the “Moving forward” scenario many different actors (private and public institutions, 

governmental and non-governmental entities, individuals) play an important role. The most distinct 

feature of this scenario is the grassroots organization of well-educated individuals putting pressure 
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on their governments to turn their countries´ and regions´ fate around. The European Union 

significantly raises the funds allocated to STI activities and a number of mini-lateral cooperative 

initiatives is launched by some LAC governments. As some of these initiatives gain experience and 

succeed, the number of interested partners rises, and coordination eventually falls under the 

umbrella of CELAC or similar organizations. The higher availability of funds enables not only the 

implementation of more ambitious mobility programs, but also of large cooperative research 

projects in which the LAC side becomes a more equal partner.  

The EU implements instruments in more areas, involving also areas adjacent to STI. The coordination 

of different instruments involves different Directorates General of the EC. On the LAC side there are 

positive developments in the quality of domestic and regional governance, which goes hand-in-hand 

with enhanced governmental efficiency. Moreover, sub-regional and regional organizations are used 

to create new STI instruments. Both the EU and LAC increase their funding for international 

cooperation and for joint research programmes and infrastructure development and use. New STI 

bilateral and mini-lateral agreements are subscribed, including concrete initiatives and targeting 

subsectors such as research infrastructure. Less bureaucratic demands on the LAC side encourage 

more EU-LAC cooperation. 

In both regions STI is focused on the next generations. A brighter economic performance makes it 

possible to increase research and education spending as a share of GDP in both regions. STI helps 

not only economic prosperity and development, but also contributes to more efficient governance 

and the prosperity of the growing middle-class. Investment in the social sciences and the humanities 

also rises since STI is seen as instrumental to developing efficient and transparent governance and 

stimulating a dialogue between different classes and societies. 

In the EU joint investments in innovation and research lead to the emergence of several “Silicon 

valleys”. Similarly, LAC countries undergo a digital revolution triggered by large investments in the 

Internet and mobile infrastructure. In general LAC countries join forces to tackle regional problems 

and challenges and STI programs and instruments promote the integration of LAC groups of 

countries and/or sub-regions. Existing regional STI instruments and networks such as CYTED are 

actively used to foster integration. Major topics include infrastructure, education and skills, 

innovation policy, energy and financial coordination and energy-integration (renewable energy). 

One major incentive for EU-LAC scientific cooperation is the fight against climate change. The LAC 

region is predicted to suffer from some of the negative consequences of climate change, but its 

policies are also critical for the rest of the world as they have significant externalities. This is a 

powerful incentive to encourage smaller and internationally less-experienced LAC countries to join 

the bi-regional efforts and networks that design and evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative 

approaches. The LAC countries also find it attractive to examine different ways to make compatible 

the exploitation of natural resources and sustainability. Due to LAC locational advantages, the area 

of renewable energies is also a potentially fruitful area of cooperation for mutual benefit.  

The LAC countries´ increase the connection between some relevant national research infrastructures 

and gradually develop thematic knowledge hubs in areas such as biodiversity, agroindustry, health 

and energy. In the EU national RI roadmaps are progressively harmonized and coordinated in order 

to prevent excess capacity, optimize utilization rates and strengthen collaboration. EU and LAC 
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countries increase the reciprocal use of RI and the exchange between regional thematic hubs, mainly 

through bilateral and mini-lateral channels. 

Innovation becomes critical to improve economic performance and foster economic development. 

By 2030 the SOM has established a bi-regional agency, consisting of representatives from EU and 

CELAC countries, in charge of giving policy advice to national governments on how to better align 

their innovation policies with the broader objectives defined at the high-level policy dialogue. Open 

innovation, co-creation and social innovation, concepts originally conceived in the EU, become 

anchored as core guiding principles of innovation policy in the two regions. The fluid transatlantic 

exchange on innovation topics ensures mutually beneficial outcomes, but LAC countries stand to 

gain most from the exchange. A joint program is established to foster mutual learning and to 

develop, monitor and compare best practices to improve the condition of marginal social actors. 

One major challenge, considering the limited competences of CELAC, is to ensure the efficient 

coordination between regional, sub-regional and bi-regional cooperation initiatives and to prevent 

fragmentation of programs, projects and support measures. The materialization of unrestricted 

open access to scientific publications further pushes innovations in both regions. In this scenario, 

open research and innovation are priority agenda points jointly promoted by the European 

Commission and most LAC country governments.  

In LAC public-private partnerships are crucial to expand access of ICT, since by 2030 connections still 

remain somewhat limited. Throughout LAC there are large investments to expand the digital market 

and foster innovation. The challenges related to interoperability and standardization, collection, 

protection and sharing of data between users, services and infrastructures, intelligent smart 

metering, integration with other systems, ICT governance and public awareness and acceptance, are 

dealt with in a relatively harmonized way. The new and innovative tools related to digital 

transformation are adapted and largely open for public access. There is also an effective 

organization of interoperability of decision support systems through the identification and use of ICT 

vocabularies and ontologies in view of developing or improving different standards. There is also 

improved decision making resource efficiency through increased real-time accuracy of knowledge. 

The return on investment is maximized through reduced operational costs and enhanced access to 

and interoperability of data. 

The proliferation of start-ups is by this time typical in the EU. However, despite the efforts made for 

over a decade, better connecting universities to the business community while at the same time 

ensuring funding both for blue skies and applied research programs remain critical priorities. The EU 

has made consistent progress in both directions, but there is still a long way to go in the LAC region 

even in terms of improving the connection between scientific production and commercial uses. In 

both regions, more educated societies attribute special value to science and the scientific 

community. More educated societies in LAC go hand-in-hand with a better command of the English 

language, while auto-translation services become more widely used and integrated into software, 

allowing easier (automatic) translation of texts and a reduction in the significance of language 

barriers. Open journals offer automatic translation of texts. 

The mobility situation in LAC changes for the better with lighter bureaucratic measures. Increased 

mobility for scientists is made possible by the mutual recognition of degrees and credentials across 

borders and the development of Internet and mobile technology. The relative scale of bi-regional 
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mobility flow falls as a result of the significant increase in intra-LAC mobility schemes (e.g., a newly 

launched Bolivar America program). Nevertheless, bi-regional mobility at all levels (under and 

postgraduates, researchers, postdoctoral, administrative and teaching staff) continues to expand at 

a brisk pace and is institutionalized and made administratively easier. Mobility is further encouraged 

by newly developed co-funded schemes and the mutual recognition of degrees for academic 

purposes. Smaller LAC countries profit from the equal terms of application to mobility grants. 

Mobility is further encouraged by newly developed co-funded schemes.  

In this scenario, equity and diversity issues receive more attention. In LAC infrastructure and 

education are prioritized and regarded as investment in human capital. The EU also concentrates 

more on its open approach to STI and sticks to its internationalization strategies. To limit the digital 

gap, governmentally funded adult training programs are implemented to encourage older 

generations to catch up in digital knowledge and lifelong learning in both regions. Research on cross-

cutting issues is encouraged, including the collection of data necessary to design appropriate policy 

responses to critical challenges such as the sustainability and greening of megacities, availability of 

water and sanitation services and new threats to human health.  

In summary, under the “Moving forward” scenario many factors come together to create a positive 

outlook for STI. The upgrading of LAC means that the region (or some countries of the region) can 

formulate and promote their own priorities and decide in which areas and with which partners they 

want to collaborate. Bi-regional or bilateral initiatives effectively implemented have more substance 

and are more balanced in terms of interest and outcomes. The two regions work together to create 

a globally free moving society of researchers who can maximize their potential and focus on their 

work without having to deal with administrative hurdles. The increased velocity of scientific 

development and rapid technological change risks creating a gap that breaks off segments of the 

population. To prevent that from happening, continuous education becomes a must. Although the 

EU feels the effects of these trends earlier than most of LAC, the latter experiences them in more 

extreme ways.   

 

7.3 THE SOCIAL DIMENSION IN THE “MOVING FORWARD” SCENARIO 
In this scenario LAC and EU are key actors for driving the implementation of the 2030 Agenda and 

the Paris Agreement. The two regions intensify their mutual efforts for achieving progress in societal 

challenges. Due to its growing stake in the global public goods agenda, LAC has become a more 

equal partner and region-to-region peer learning is easier.   

In the “Moving forward” scenario the European Pillar of Social Rights becomes a success story and 

contributes decisively to harmonise social policies and social rights at a regional scale, enabling a 

multi-faceted and multi-stakeholder dialogue on welfare reforms and social relations. The EU places 

greater emphasis on the social dimension and places economic and socio-political actors on a more 

balanced footing in the European Semester. The EU makes the European Semester a more powerful 

tool to implement welfare reforms and to affect more directly citizens´ lives. Member States transfer 

to and/or share certain competencies in the social area with EU authorities. The coordination 

between member states´ and EU’s social policies improves remarkably. The European Pillar of Social 

Rights becomes an international showcase model and the EC encourages a broad discussion on the 
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future of social Europe, opening a door to the exchange of experiences with LAC. It takes TEU’s 

Article 11 on civil dialogue seriously and promotes participatory communication spaces between civil 

society organisations, citizens and political authorities. In this scenario the role of civil society 

organisations gains significant importance.  

The 2030 Agenda gives new impetus to cooperation on social issues between EU and LAC. EU-CELAC 

summits pursue a more holistic approach and integrate social welfare and environmental protection 

into economic development, emphasizing a human development approach. Bi-regional cooperation 

is structured alongside main competencies of both regions: the EU contributes the experience 

gained from the implementation of the European Pillar of Social Rights (equal opportunities, fair 

working conditions, social protection and inclusion), while CELAC contributes with LAC countries 

experiments in social citizenship, participatory democracy, poverty reduction, inter-culturality and 

non-discrimination. In an ethnically more heterogeneous Europe, the experience of LAC countries in 

dealing with these issues becomes particularly useful. Since LAC is multicultural and diverse by 

history and its ability to use its experiences in the reduction of racism and the promotion of social 

inclusiveness matures, its role as a soft power grows. 

Overall, social topics become more strongly anchored in EU-CELAC summits and sub-regional 

organisations value the strategic development of a social agenda. To systematically take up good 

practice examples of public policy, the EU-CELAC dialogue introduces a bi-regional mechanism 

following the structure of the Open Method of Coordination. However, since CELAC remains mainly 

a dialogue and policy coordination forum and lacks legal competences in the social policy field, 

effective implementation stays in the hands of LAC national governments. When implemented, 

these commitments trigger upward social convergence and an upgrade in labour law and social 

protection systems. 

There is considerable progress in the development of a bi-regional vision as to the implementation 

of the 2030 Agenda. There is also improved coordination for the implementation of instruments and 

actions. A big achievement is the building of a roadmap of joint actions for the realisation of the 

2030 Agenda, achieved through a multi-stakeholder process launched by the Summit. Existing and 

new networks of public and private actors get stronger and make EU-LAC cooperation more 

sustainable. Nevertheless, it remains difficult to mobilize the private sector to implement joint 

actions to move towards the SDGs.  

Human development, ecological sustainability and inclusive growth are the core pillars of the social 

policy dialogue. Thematic priorities follow up on the areas first established in the European Pillar of 

Social Rights (equal opportunities and access to labour markets, fair working conditions, social 

protection and inclusion). The EU successfully adopts new directives on decent work conditions, 

work-life balance and minimum income schemes, which let the policy dialogue around these topics 

flourish. The partnership facilitates meetings and peer learning on universal access to social 

protection, welfare state reforms and civic participation. CSOs get involved at the highest level of 

the political dialogue and are active participants in high-level social EU-CELAC summits.  

EU and CELAC cooperate successfully on the harmonisation of systems and tools to monitor social 

indicators (based on the European Social Scoreboard) and in identifying common supporting actions 

to achieve the Social Development Goals. Furthermore, EU and CELAC redraw their trade policy 

guidelines along the line of sustainable growth and ecological modernisation and link it to an 
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innovative industry and climate policy. In general, there is more participation and commitment from 

CELAC in the design of the common policy agenda. However, the most ambitious components 

remain mainly on paper. 

In LAC intra-regional (mainly sub-regional) agreements on economic, scientific and social 

cooperation for the reduction of inequality in LAC multiply. Although implementation is slower than 

desirable, they provide a framework to gradually develop a substantive policy dialogue. The 

experience of the EU inspires much of this cooperation. EU and CELAC cooperate to fight tax 

avoidance and tax evasion by multinational companies and create a special facility to fund 

reparation projects for small LAC communities that have suffered the negative impact of extractivist 

policies. The new approach to international/development cooperation (see previous sections) makes 

easier for the EU to expand cooperation with LAC middle-income countries, somehow neglecting the 

poorest countries in the region. Regional and budgetary instruments are developed to target priority 

areas of cooperation such as socioeconomic and gender inequality. Institutional networks around 

territorial cohesion and capacity building also consolidate.   

The principle of “development in transition” is implemented rather successfully and deepens the 

relationship between the EU and LAC to tackle regional and global challenges. Actions with a 

regional approach (addressing common challenges of several or all countries) are favoured vis-à-vis 

bilateral actions, even if this not always becomes a win-win situation for all countries and issues. EU-

CELAC bi-regional fora become widely accepted and institutionalised areas for adapting and 

monitoring the SDGs. The EU-CELAC partnership becomes decisive in shaping the international 

development cooperation agenda by contributing their vision of democracy and social cohesion and 

pushing ecological sustainability, universal education and social inclusion. Official development 

cooperation plays a strategic role in capacity building for sustainable development. Experiences from 

former cooperation projects like EUROsociAL, CRIP, or URB-AL are used to design development 

cooperation on a more equal basis and to ensure mutual learning. As LAC becomes the first 

developing region in the world to completely eradicate hunger, CELAC feels empowered to promote 

a Food Security and Nutrition and Hunger Eradication Plan and comprehensive public policies in 

areas such as reduction of poverty, improvement of rural conditions, adaptation of agriculture to 

climate change and mitigation of disaster risks. Based on this overall framework, many LAC middle-

income countries actively engage in south-south cooperation. The EU-CELAC dialogue explores the 

feasibility of establishing a co-financed "Sustainable Regional Development Fund" to support 

cooperation projects in some areas, but heterogeneous conditions in LAC slows down the initiative.  

The EU finds a common basis to pursue a human rights-based approach to migration. The right to 

migrate is recognised and policies are implemented to ease the inclusion of migrants into society.  

The protection of human rights also becomes a priority in the bi-regional agenda related to 

migration and there is a significant reduction in vulnerability associated with forced migration, 

trafficking and smuggling. CELAC encourages the active participation of civil society organisations in 

discussions fora and in the preparation of policy recommendations. A EU-CELAC action plan 

acknowledges common responsibilities in the fight against the causes of outward migration and the 

brain drain in the Caribbean, historically affected by European colonialism. There is more EU-LAC 

cooperation on global governance of migration flows, following the good practice example of the EU 

project “Strengthening international protection, reception and integration of refugees in Argentina 
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(funded by the EU´s 2014-2020 Partnership Instrument), which supported Argentina´s efforts in 

improving reception capacities of persons displaced by the conflict in Syria.  

As far as ecological sustainability is concerned, EU-CELAC is the only bi-regional partnership that 

openly addresses the transition to a regime of less production and consumption under the premises 

of ecological justice and socio-ecological transition. There is strong cooperation in the development 

of environment policies, “eco-sensitive” trade relations and the evaluation of the social 

consequences of extractive activities. A bi-regional partnership fosters the enactment of national 

legislation on food donation and the minimisation of food losses and waste and the bi-regional 

summits commit to a 50% reduction in food loss by 2030. A larger number of LAC countries include 

targets on the SDGs in national development plans (and budgets) and strengthen national statistical 

systems to measure impact and effectiveness. A growing number of countries voluntarily prepare 

national reviews on sustainable development that motivates governments to do more in this field.  

EU and LAC governments agree on binding commitments to strengthen the respect of human rights 

and condemn the criminalisation of human rights defenders and civil society actors. The EU takes a 

more active role to fight human rights abuses and becomes more assertive in linking basic human 

rights´ compliance and international trade. The EU also more aggressively pursues its claims for 

labour standards to make sure that workers enjoy decent working conditions. Predictably, the topic 

creates friction with some LAC governments and the private business sector. Transcontinental civil 

society organisations act as counter movements to these threats and intensify international 

collaboration by establishing a “Social Dialogue Forum on Human Development and Rights 

protection”. A strong EU-CELAC alliance also emerges in the advancement of human rights of 

women and in the eradication of all forms of violence and discrimination against women and girls. 

The CELAC's Women's Advance Group develops a broad vision of social protection for women, 

including recognition of women's work and incorporating unpaid and self-employed female workers 

into social security and welfare systems. Through the enactment of new legislation and the 

implementation of public policies aimed at abolishing violence against women and girls –where LAC 

relies on experience of the EU legal system- most LAC countries considerably reduce the rate of 

femicides.  

The EU is interested in disseminating the success stories of the Social Pillar and facilitates meetings 

and peer-learning processes on successful social inclusion policies with LAC partners on a bi-regional 

and bi-national basis. LAC policies become more open to inclusive social policies following the 

European Model. The EU-CELAC bi-regional dialogue installs a joint committee on social inclusion, 

which is co-funded by countries of the two regions and supports cooperative high impact actions to 

promote social inclusion.  

One priority area in addressing inequality is education and enabling pathways through the education 

system. The Caribbean is a special target region for policy exchange with the EU. In a major step 

towards accepting diversity as a fact of life, the EU Council finally adopts the Equal Treatment 

Directive. Favourable trends in both regions encourage a fruitful exchange of experiences between 

the EU and LAC in the area of migration and diversity, which starts to generate a climate of 

international dialogue that breaks old colonial prejudices. The bi-regional Summits act as a facilitator 

of the dialogue. The EU Platform of European Diversity Charters, which serves to exchange and share 

experience and good practice on diversity management between member countries, also offers 
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opportunities at the bi-regional level for peer learning, networking and exchange of supporting and 

monitoring tools with LAC experts. Rights and value-based civil society organisations in both regions 

achieve important progress in promoting equal opportunities for people in terms of access to 

employment, goods and services and gain visibility in the global community. 

 

7.4 THE CULTURAL DIMENSION IN THE “MOVING FORWARD” SCENARIO 
Cultural relations between the EU and LAC under the “Moving forward” scenario will clearly tend to 

grow. Although culture does not become one of the priority areas for collective policies, the EU 

continues to develop its cultural diplomacy, which gives it greater visibility with relatively little 

investment. Moreover, EU institutions succeed in developing a coordinating role of Member States´ 

actions in the bi-regional cultural arena. The LAC countries share an interest in fostering cooperation 

with the EU, since it can help to develop and expand the role of creative industries. Greater political 

stability in both the EU and LAC reinvigorates the bi-regional cultural dialogue through the financing 

of joint sector programs and funds. EU external cooperation programs are extended to most of the 

LAC area (e.g. enlargement of the MERCOSUR audio-visual program) and more strategic partnerships 

are established. In the most optimistic scenario, the two regions make progress towards the 

establishment of a common market allowing for the free movement of cultural professionals and 

goods. Aside from politically correct rhetoric, economic and political interests boost investment in 

resources and the reduction of barriers to cooperation. 

The traditional role of governmental mechanisms is complemented by a proliferation of new actors, 

institutions, networks, collaborative platforms, associations, foundations, cultural centres and 

spaces of cultural coexistence. All the aforementioned mechanisms interact and are shaped by the 

complementary initiatives implemented by national governments through their diplomatic 

instruments. In this context, the larger cultural organizations and cultural industry firms benefit the 

most. The fragmentation of the cultural and creative sector and some social and geographical 

asymmetries do not disappear. However, the existence of more cooperation funds helps to 

overcome isolation and to build a more balanced relationship. The actors themselves look for bi-

regional counterparts for exchange and commercial collaboration, encouraged by the desire to be 

recognised and to offer their cultural products. At the global level the strength of bi-regional 

relations boosts the work of other international organizations (such as UNESCO, UN Habitat, UN 

Women, youth organizations, associations of the elderly, etc.) through the promotion of networks 

and platforms. Multilateral support schemes, such as the UNESCO Convention of Diversity, are also 

enhanced. 

The projected increase in the exchange of goods and services and professional mobility encourages 

greater harmonization of customs, visa and fiscal frameworks. One of the major results is a boost in 

the fight against piracy and higher copyright compliance, thanks to the strengthening of regulations 

and collecting societies. Professional mobility is also enhanced through the creation of special visas 

and exchange agreements for cultural practitioners. In a context of increasing interaction, the Ibero-

American cultural space continues to enjoy the great advantage of a shared language and a previous 

history of cooperation but becomes better articulated with the EU–LAC bi-regional framework. The 

gradual harmonisation of grant evaluation systems and related indicators helps to better align the 
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priorities of support programs (joint co-productions, artists´ mobility and residencies) and real 

practice.  

In this scenario the EU and LAC gradually build a cultural space where different cultures and 

languages can claim recognition, protection and visibility. A large number of artistic networks and an 

intense interaction in local, regional and national arenas are created and develop in both the EU and 

LAC. Innovation dynamics also experience exponential growth. Public and private European funds 

focused on fostering innovation in processes of artistic creativity and heritage preservation and 

valorisation increase. Experiences of bi-regional cultural relations that study new creative formats 

and practices of social interaction are also supported. Platforms for inter-sector cooperation flourish, 

also involving universities and higher education institutions, linking science, innovation, the 

environment, arts, culture, digitalization, etc. Bi-regional programs or institutions for financing the 

cultural sector are established and/or enlarged, like, for example, Creative Europe. Programs not 

directly addressed to culture also include it as a transversal issue. 

In this scenario, culture benefits from the prominence gained by equity issues in both regions. 

Combined LAC and EU efforts lead to a reduction in inequalities in education and employment. The 

progressive movement towards the creation of a EU-LAC cultural common market, with the 

elimination of customs and visa barriers, fosters a fairer and more equitable access for professionals 

from both regions, encouraging mobility. However, the promise of increased mobility is only 

partially fulfilled due to insufficient provision of resources to meet the new demand. Cultural and 

linguistic diversity benefits from a situation of openness and knowledge-exchange between the two 

regions. A reciprocal opening leads to a bi-regional situation of cultural hybridization and melting pot, 

thus creating new shared cultural forms and languages.  

As environmental issues gain importance and international agreements either become more binding 

or are subject to closer scrutiny multilateral cultural cooperation intensifies in the area of the 

preservation of tangible and intangible heritage. Artists and cultural managers become ambassadors 

of the environmental cause, raising awareness on issues related to the environment and promoting 

spaces for cooperation with local governments, cultural foundations or institutions, beyond national 

governments.  

In summary, greater international integration and external impetus have positive effects on growth 

and the development of cultural relations between the two regions. On the European side, there is a 

notable increase in resources available for communication programs, specifically focused on 

strategies for communication and the promotion of collaboration networks. The interest to boost 

improved channels of distribution and exchange of cultural goods, services and professionals on 

both sides of the Atlantic, as well as for strengthening cooperation networks, results in more and 

better exchanges.     
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8 “LAC BACKSLIDES” SCENARIO 

The “LAC backslides” scenario combines features of the “Carrying on” cum “Variable geometry” 

scenarios in the EU and the “Fragmentation” cum “Illicit world afloat” scenarios in LAC. In section 5 

we explained the logic behind the blending of both EU scenarios. As far as LAC is concerned, the 

motivation for blending both scenarios is that they share a negative representation of LAC´s future in 

two policy areas: domestic and regional governance. Therefore, both scenarios can be reasonably 

merged into one single bleak LAC scenario. The first sub-section presents the broad features and 

trends of this scenario. The next three sub-sections analyse in more detail its implications for bi-

regional cooperation in the science and technology, social and cultural dimensions.  

 

8.1 THE BROAD PICTURE 
In the “LAC backslides” scenario the EU focuses on implementing and upgrading its current reform 

agenda in the spirit of EC’s “New Start for Europe” (2014) and the Bratislava Declaration (2016). 

However, those states that want to do more in common under the framework of variable geometry 

do work together in specific policy areas. These areas may include defence, internal security, 

taxation or social matters, replicating the mechanisms used for the Schengen area or the euro. As a 

result, new groups of member states agree on specific legal and budgetary arrangements to deepen 

their cooperation in the domains chosen. The status of other member states is preserved, and they 

retain the possibility to join those doing more over time. 

In this scenario the EU continues to focus on jobs, growth and investment by strengthening the 

single market (including the energy and digital sectors) and by stepping up investment in digital, 

transport and energy infrastructure. There is incremental progress on improving the functioning of 

the single currency and further steps are taken to strengthen financial supervision to ensure the 

sustainability of public finances and to develop capital markets to finance the real economy. A group 

of countries (those in the euro area and possibly others) chooses to work much closer on taxation 

and social matters. Greater harmonization of tax rules and rates reduces compliance costs and limits 

tax evasion. Agreed social standards improve business certainty and working conditions. Industrial 

cooperation is strengthened in a number of cutting-edge technologies, products and services, and 

rules on their usage are developed collectively. The EU27 continues to strengthen the single market 

and the four freedoms, as well as relations with third countries. Citizens´ rights derived from EU law 

are upheld, but they start to vary depending on whether the country is or is not among those that 

decide to do more. 

The fight against terrorism is stepped up and defence cooperation is deepened in terms of research, 

industry and joint procurement. Member states decide to pool some modest military capabilities 

and to enhance financial solidarity for EU missions abroad. However, a group of member countries 

choose to cooperate more closely on defence matters including the development of a strong 

common research and industrial base, joint procurement, more integrated capabilities and 

enhanced military readiness for joint missions abroad. Management of external borders remains the 

primary responsibility of individual states, but cooperation is reinforced improving coordination in 
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security matters and keeping up with new challenges. Failing that, some countries may wish to 

maintain targeted internal controls.  

Under a variable geometry approach, like-minded countries may move ahead in security and justice 

matters, strengthening cooperation between police forces and intelligence services. They exchange 

all information in the fight against organized crime and terrorism related activities. Through a joint 

public prosecutor’s office, they collectively investigate fraud, money laundering and the trafficking of 

drugs and weapons. They may go one step forward and create a common justice area in civil matters. 

On foreign policy, the EU makes progress in speaking with one voice. The EU actively pursues trade 

agreements with third countries and strives to positively shape the global agenda in fields such as 

climate, financial stability and sustainable development. 

In the “LAC backslides” scenario both domestic and regional governance in LAC worsen. Democracy 

stagnates at best and crumbles at worst. Corruption scandals, the cumulative effects of 

transnational crime, weak rule of law, and citizen insecurity take their toll. Economic and personal 

insecurity trigger a brain drain and countries have a much harder time attracting foreign direct 

investment. The Northern Triangle countries fail to tackle illicit drug syndicates and gangs, which 

become more powerful with time. Drug cartels effectively take over large swaths of rural territory in 

parts of Mexico and Central America, creating zones where governments are unable to enforce the 

law or deliver basic services. The region’s cities suffer from similar neglect, including mega-cities in 

the larger countries of the region.  

The main drivers for this relapse are the unwillingness to be inclusive, the breakdown of democratic 

rule due to the on-going corrosive effects illegal actors had on governance and the inability of 

governments to reinvent themselves by adopting and applying modern technologies. The middle 

class does not expand as rapidly as predicted and its politics fail to turn out to be as positive as 

hoped. Governments do not manage to translate the demand for greater participation into inclusive 

political systems and citizens´ wishes for greater government effectiveness and accountability is not 

realized, leading to popular frustration and social unrest.  

To make matters worse, LAC governments fail to fully embrace the digital revolution. Moreover, 

these disruptive technologies provide new opportunities for organized crime and make governments 

more vulnerable to cyber-attacks. As a result, the performance of governments suffers. For some 

countries in the Andes and Central America little changes, but for countries in the Southern Cone 

and the Caribbean that are used to higher levels of transparency, there is a noticeable shift.  

Economies suffer as a result. FDI inflows as a percentage of GDP are much lower than expected, 

emigration (particularly of the well-educated) increases dramatically, and economic growth is slower 

than in the “Continuity of current trends” scenario. Divergence between high-income countries and 

the LAC region as a whole widens, while LAC innovation and entrepreneurship stagnates or even 

regresses. Government expenditures for education and research and development contract, but 

resources made available fail to be used to address structural problems such as systemic inequality 

and high and persistent poverty. 

On the external front, the global economy and its centrifugal forces pull the region toward different 

economic poles. Central America, Mexico and the Caribbean continue to be dragged toward the 

North American market, while South America gravitates more toward individual agreements with 
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Asian-Pacific countries, sometimes materialized in agreements negotiated without the upper hand 

due to the prevalent go-it-alone approach. Although transatlantic agreements also create another 

pole, it is evidently much weaker. In LAC, with fewer economic ties binding the countries of the 

region, they pursue individual paths without much regard for acting in concert.  

Regional disintegration amplifies some features that were of concern already at the beginning of the 

period, such as LAC´s exposure to global economic shocks. The region’s lack of coordination 

perpetuates isolated, extra-regional trade strategies that make the region more sensitive to the 

global commodity cycle. As leaders make no efforts to build regional trade through upgrading 

infrastructure and policy coordination, each country becomes even more dependent on extra-

regional trade and investment. Global economic downturns, therefore, hit countries harder than 

may have otherwise been the case. 

A lack of investment in infrastructure and education means that the region lost out on productivity 

gains and enhanced physical and human capital, and national economies expanded at a slower rate 

than expected. Many LAC countries shift their export profiles toward sectors in which they have a 

comparative advantage (primarily commodities and low value-added goods), contracting the 

absolute level of exports of higher value-added goods and services. The negligible improvement in 

regional transport infrastructure has wide-ranging implications for economic growth, the price of 

consumer goods, productivity, and environmental sustainability. The lack of collaboration 

contributes to political, economic and social breakdowns of individual states, which is conducive to a 

resurgence of populist regimes and criminal organizations, threatening the stability of the region as 

a whole. 

The regressive dynamics of regional cooperation and integration in LAC leaves CELAC as a talking 

forum that gradually loses relevance and credibility. If some regional group or country is able to 

overcome the negative features of the broader regional environment, it may become the preferred 

counterpart for cooperation with the EU and enable the latter to keep a presence in the region. In 

this context, the most likely outcome will be a concentration of interactions through bilateral 

channels with little scope left for bi-regional initiatives.  

In summary, the “LAC backslides” scenario foreshadows a chaotic LAC that disrupts collaboration 

between the two regions. On the EU side, no significant policy change takes place in any of the three 

areas or dimensions covered by EULAC-Focus, which are not singled out as target areas for increased 

intra-EU cooperation (except for social policy under a variable geometry approach). EU common 

activities in the cultural area and in those domains of science and research that are not of direct 

interest to EU industry shrink. The EU focuses on its inner-circle of member states and shows 

incapable of leading an inclusive and liberal internationalization strategy: by adopting a variable-

geometry politics, EU collaboration with LAC takes a backseat. On the LAC side fragile domestic 

governance, overwhelming internal security threats and regional fragmentation severely limit the 

scope for regional cooperation in the three priority areas. The main EU drivers of bi-regional 

cooperation are to cope with security threats and to enhance control. LAC countries push the 

dialogue with the EU on topics such as conflict prevention, peace keeping and the fight against 

organised crime on a predominantly bilateral basis. Development cooperation regains relevance in 

the area of social relations, as Europe reinstalls itself as a partner pursuing a holistic approach to 

confront illicit drugs and crime. But as LAC becomes an increasingly unpredictable partner, EU 
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motivation gradually dries up. Damage control turns out to be the leading principle for bilateral (and 

whatever is left of bi-regional) cooperation under this scenario.  

 

8.2 THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIMENSION IN THE “LAC BACKSLIDES” SCENARIO  
One distinctive feature of this scenario is the emergence of influential new non-governmental actors 

(like drug cartels and other organized-crime players) that bring disorder in many regions of LAC and 

severely disrupt the political stability of entire countries. Although they do not have a direct impact 

on STI, they profoundly affect the ability of LAC governments to become reliable partners and 

allocate enough funds for STI activities. The breath and scope of bi-regional (and even bilateral) 

cooperation in this area suffers a heavy blow as a result. Political and economic instability in LAC 

makes it very hard for the region to attract funding and to engage in STI cooperation initiatives. 

Partnership with other countries and regions of the world (particularly in Asia) becomes much more 

attractive and reliable than with LAC.  

EU member states strengthen industrial cooperation in a number of cutting-edge technologies, 

products and services, but efforts are focused on domains of applied science and research that 

provide opportunities to foster economic development and expand to new markets, including 

energy and the digital sector. Another priority area is defence, where cooperation among some 

countries is deepened in terms of research, industry and joint procurement. LAC countries are 

mainly focused on containing domestic instability and fail to mobilize researchers and STI either 

internally or regionally. STI in general loses importance and STI investment falls accordingly. This 

combines to reduce EU interest in the region, which translates into less priority being assigned to the 

development of bi-regional or bilateral cooperative instruments. Mexico and Central America 

refocus again their cooperation with the US to facing domestic security and stability challenges. 

Brazil and Argentina also cut their STI budgets, disturbed by more pressing urgencies. The availability 

of matching funds to take part in EC framework programmes falls, reducing the participation of LAC 

scientists in EC funded projects. EU-LAC STI cooperation shrinks to a few bilateral projects and 

programmes put forward by well-established institutional collaboration agreements.  

Priority areas for EU-LAC collaboration follow EU priorities and interests and focus on issues such as 

climate, energy infrastructure, transportation and the digital economy, areas in which European 

business sees opportunities to access new markets. The mix, however, changes depending on the 

partner. Since the EC framework programmes no longer automatically fund partners from third 

countries, the participation of LAC suffers considerably. 

Due to LAC´s political and social instability, investors refrain from establishing new research centres. 

The operating costs of large-scale, excellent research infrastructures such as those in Brazil and 

Mexico are difficult to fund due to the withdrawal of foreign users and investors. LAC research 

infrastructures become less attractive and are no longer considered to be of global or international 

interest, except for a few that have unparalleled locational advantages. Since the major focus of 

many LAC countries is to keep higher education systems running, research expenditure is severely 

cut. The construction of new and the maintenance of existing infrastructure suffers as a result. As a 

consequence, EU-LAC cooperation on research infrastructures and joint research labs and clusters 

becomes almost non-existent. 
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The links between science and society in LAC and the EU also follow orthogonal lines. While in the 

EU societies progress in developing a scientific culture, in LAC there is almost no connection 

between science and society. Researchers work in their laboratories without major exposure or 

contact with the broader environment. Science and scientific policies are regarded by a vast majority 

of the population as a luxury that societies in crises can no longer afford. Threatened by the 

prevailing environment, LAC scientific communities become inward looking and focus on the 

preservation of residual public funding. International interactions become more important than ever 

for LAC universities and research institutions, but a lack of funding and a deterioration of scientific 

capacities do not help to maintain their engagement.   

The digital transformation also shows a two-sided story: whilst in the EU a digital revolution takes 

place in most areas of life, in LAC the process is very much slower. In particular, governments fail to 

fully embrace digitalisation and a developing digital gap causes frustration in the population. Cyber-

attacks hinder government performance and the unstable political and social situation leads some 

governments to control public access to the internet and the digital media in general. The divide 

between the EU and LAC deepens.   

Organized scientific mobility suffers from this deteriorating environment. On the one hand, LAC 

makes no progress in easing scientists´ mobility within the region as, for example, they remain 

subject to the same limitations as ordinary workers to apply for pension programs. The unstable 

political and social outlook that prevails across the region also hinders intra-regional mobility: faced 

to the decision to move, it becomes more attractive to relocate to other regions of the world 

(including the EU) than within the region. This fact, combined with a receptive EU approach to top-

notch non-EU scientists, accounts for a significant brain drain. Personal and economic insecurity, 

plus the absence of expectations of a brighter future, encourage many LAC scientists to search for 

alternatives abroad. This diaspora may become instrumental to the reconstruction of collaboration 

networks in the future, but for the time being only its costs are visible. These unfortunate factors 

make (unplanned) mobility still a vibrant area of EU-LAC, with the negative side effect that it is 

largely one-way and irreversible. By contrast, conventional mobility programmes stagnate or 

contract, hindered by a lack of resources. Mobility funds are available only for areas in which the EU 

has a strong interest.     

Access to scientific jobs in LAC suffers as a result of the contraction of public investment in STI. 

Lower resources channelled to research and education and a very uneven diffusion of the digital 

revolution contribute to a less egalitarian access to science. Class and income barriers become 

critical to enter the science market. The disadvantaged situation of women in science remains 

unchanged across LAC. 

In summary, the “LAC backslides” scenario brings with it a worsening environment for STI in LAC and 

a collapse of intra-LAC STI collaboration. The EU gradually loses interest in an unstable region that 

moves consistently away from the scientific frontier. In so far as some cooperation survives, it is 

driven by the EU agenda and is limited to topics where LAC has some irreplaceable locational 

advantage. Natural resource preservation in the context of a governance crisis becomes a priority 

issue. However, the counterpart for cooperation is unlikely to be LAC governments but other third 

country governments, local organizations or global NGOs. Lacking funding and equipment, the next 

generation of researchers is brain-drained from LAC to other regions of the world, including the EU. 
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A growing digital gap hinders the future not only of the region as such, but also of individual 

countries.  

 

8.3 THE SOCIAL DIMENSION IN THE “LAC BACKSLIDES” SCENARIO 
In a globalised digital world, where business concentration reaches new heights, governmental 

actors strive to maintain their policy space. Regional actors are discredited in the eyes of the public 

and public dissatisfaction breeds heterogeneous national strategies. The EU finds it difficult to 

develop a vision for the future of relations with LAC. This is partly the result of a deteriorating 

political and social landscape in the region. EU-CELAC summits lose the limited credibility that they 

once had and, although international institutions and forums rarely die, they are disregarded by 

most governments. This is especially true in the field of social relations. Due to political 

destabilisation in LAC, the EU de-emphasizes the political dialogue with CELAC and resorts to more 

basic development aid and disaster relief instruments. In compensation, Ibero-American relations 

tend to fill the empty space in EU–LAC relations. There is also a new appearance of informal 

networks of non-institutionalised actors. 

As top-down polices and political authorities are unable to give effective responses to social 

challenges, experimentation with social innovations and experimental spaces for social change (basic 

income, cooperative banks, eco villages, etc.) develop in both regions. The EU stands out as one of 

the world regions with a more assertive policy discourse on social innovation. LAC countries try to 

follow up, but the governance crisis that prevails in most of the region is a major impediment. 

However, a few isolated countries become strong incubators of social experimentation. 

Transnational networks operating across EU and LAC promote transformative change but have to 

deal with the threat posed by illegal non-state actors and the impotence of state actors. Boundaries 

between actors in the social dimension (the state, the market, non-profit organisations, the 

community) get blurred in some fields and challenge institutional constellations. However, new 

innovative ideas cannot flourish in the absence of well-established democratic institutions. As a 

result, LAC regional indicators of social wellbeing deteriorate further.  

As governments lose legitimacy and internal insecurity threatens state´s control over its territories, 

NGOs and local leaders (ethnic movements, syndicates, etc.) become key actors in social 

development cooperation between LAC and EU. Some successful cooperation projects stand out, 

which connect city governments, private sector actors and civil society groups to push highly 

targeted reforms that generate important returns in terms of public safety. Cities become open 

laboratories where different solutions may be tested. 

Some progressive and innovative city administrations and municipal authorities in both regions are 

the main actors that strive to push the transition to more sustainable futures and alternative new 

economic arrangements (green economy, solidarity economy, sharing economy, zero-carbon 

economy, etc.). In the context of the fight against violence and crime some LAC city mayors 

successfully experiment with new approaches such as decriminalising and regulating drug use, 

improving social conditions in marginal areas by investing in housing and neighbourhood 

infrastructure or even implementing conditional transfers programs for vulnerable families (for 

example single parents´ families).  
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The EU-LAC political dialogue is especially weak in the social dimension. There are neither visible 

results nor concrete commitments from either side. No spaces are organized to take into account 

the opinion of the public or civil society actors. On the LAC side there is a complete failure to identify 

regional priorities, except security, which means that topics are largely those promoted by the EU. 

Due to the conditions prevalent in LAC (above-average homicide rates throughout all income groups, 

especially in Central America and the Caribbean), security issues become critical and provide a 

common focal point. There is an active exchange on youth employment strategies as a means to 

strengthen public security, but the governance crisis stays in the way of effective implementation. 

Some progress is also made in cooperation on programmes for data-driven public safety and security 

policies. As EU-CELAC summits become irregular, some independent and alternative initiatives 

gradually develop. New civil society-led initiatives for affirmative action are designed to reduce 

inequality and violence. Informal social networks also push for measures aimed at territorial 

cohesion. 

The ecological and social impacts of climate change provoke a wave of displacements and migration 

within LAC, where governments respond with more restrictive immigration policies. Pressures to 

migrate to Europe also face a less receptive environment, which stimulates irregular flows, 

trafficking and smuggling. Some EU countries (Spain, Portugal, and Italy) benefit from LAC´s brain 

drain and the displacement of highly skilled workforce. The promotion of the return and re-

integration of migrants (with a focus on Central America and the Caribbean) becomes a topic of 

intensified cooperation. 

Human development indicators differ markedly across LAC. The governance crisis and corrupt 

governments implicitly favour extractivism, with its negative effects on the environment and labour 

conditions. Civil society organisations, human rights´ activists and trade unions are exposed to 

harassment and violence. Notwithstanding, since it lacks interested governmental partners in LAC 

and it resents colliding with business interests, the EU remains largely passive before these 

problems.  

Security remains a huge problem in LAC, including gender-based violence, corruption, governance 

failures and human rights violations. The weakness of security and justice institutions persist and 

homicides often go unpunished. LAC, and especially Central America´s Northern Triangle, remains 

the most violent region in the world for women. There is little progress in legislation tackling 

different forms of violence against women in public or private. However, whenever there is some 

progress in law-making, the problem of enforcement becomes more evident. 

Illicit drug production and drug trafficking are main sources of violence in LAC, impacting negatively 

on key social indicators such as health, life expectancy, education, human rights and poverty. At the 

same time, poor living conditions are the breeding ground for the escape of poor people into 

criminality. Most vulnerable groups suffer severely from the impact of the war on drugs and 

organized crime. Combating illicit drugs and organised crime remains a priority issue in EU-LAC 

relations and the European approach continues to be more nuanced than just engaging in a war on 

drugs. As some LAC countries and local governments refocus their efforts in the direction of 

preventive methods to reduce demand, Europe´s experience can be useful to bring in a new focus 

on social reintegration and rehabilitation.  
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Development cooperation gains importance in EU-LAC relations as it purports to mitigate the 

impacts of negative trajectories in LAC. But it suffers serious setbacks in terms of alignment, 

coordination and harmonisation of efforts. EU-LAC cooperation underperforms in developing 

targeted actions for the promotion of the SDGs. Priority topics are food security, climate change 

mitigation and social cohesion in the fight against crime. Cooperation programs also incorporate the 

evaluation of its social and health impacts, thus establishing some links to social issues.  

The increasing rates of violence in LAC are strongly connected to high rates of inequality. Social and 

income inequality, weak security and justice institutions and youth unemployment nurture fragility 

in the social fabric. Especially inequalities in access to health services persist and the region struggles 

with an above-average dissatisfaction with the quality of healthcare. Inequalities are especially 

prevalent and problematic in big cities: Latin American big cities remain the most unequal and 

violent in the planet. As urban violence and youth crime penetrate some European cities, there is 

room for cooperation on public security issues.  

Due to the slow economic growth of many LAC countries, the positive trends in poverty reduction of 

the past are reversed and inequality continues on the rise. LAC governments try to speed up 

economic growth, but market-oriented reforms worsen the social outlook. The high vulnerability of 

much of the middle class pulls people back into poverty relatively fast. A focus on social policies 

depends closely on a stable macro-economic environment of which most of LAC countries lack. 

The impact of climate change is especially severe in LAC due to its economic reliance on agriculture, 

threatening the eradication of hunger. The hardest hit countries are Ecuador, El Salvador, Honduras, 

Nicaragua and Paraguay. The CELAC Food Security and Nutrition and Hunger Eradication Plan gains 

relevance and sustainable agriculture strengthens as a topic of common interest. Lack of pathways 

for young people through education reinforce a standstill in the preservation of the environment, 

since it translates into a deficit of local capacities to implement actions and projects. Inequalities in 

education systems and the reproduction of elites (e.g. a major problem in the Caribbean) further 

aggravate youth unemployment and crime. 

LAC governments also fail to promote diversity policies. The access and defence of cultural diversity 

is downgraded, except for the tourist industry related to indigenous cultures and cultural heritages. 

Sexual diversity policies are also curbed and social and labour discrimination persists across LAC. 

Linguistic diversity is not part of the education of minorities and ethnic discrimination is on the rise. 

Migration to developed countries and the influence of “globalized media” further encourage the 

abandonment of ancient cultural traditions and enhance discrimination and disintegration. Previous 

progress in intercultural policies is reversed and goes along with outbreaks of violence for 

nationalist/ethnic reasons. Violence is further triggered as ancestral traditions are ignored by young 

generations who are attracted by the Western world but do not enjoy a similar way of life, breeding 

frustration.  

 

8.4 THE CULTURAL DIMENSION IN THE “LAC BACKSLIDES” SCENARIO  
The “LAC backslides” scenario outlines a future of increased turmoil for LAC, which witnesses a 

worsening of internal and bi-regional inequalities, whilst the EU keeps operating in a landscape of 
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variable geometry. In this scenario LAC budgets for culture are greatly reduced, with deep effects on 

small and medium-sized actors. Even though the unstable situations boost local entrepreneurship 

for survival reasons, this scenario is clearly the least favourable for UE-LAC cultural relations. The 

lack of credibility and the unpredictability of LAC as a partner re-directs the attention of the EU 

toward other regions of the world. But paradoxically, the unstable internal situation in LAC pushes 

local cultural actors to look for international cooperation support schemes, including those of the EU.  

Cultural relations between the EU and LAC tend to stagnate. The EU leaves the initiative in the hands 

of countries and practitioners with experience in the region. At the same time, it looks for 

prioritizing its resources and investing energies in other more structured regions. In LAC, the 

European cultural action tends to focus on countries that, due to their dimension or other 

peculiarities, have a strategic interest for the EU. In this context, bilateral and EU member states 

national relations become dominant. Efforts made to improve cooperation (e.g. through networks 

and platforms) and individual strategies for entrepreneurship end up being insufficient to address 

existing problems. 

A generation of new cultural actors and entrepreneurs linked to cultural cooperation foster 

interaction between these geopolitical spaces. This interconnection requires counterparts with skills 

and abilities for collaborative work, emerging from different entities and social structures. The 

diversification of players enriches the landscape and opens new opportunities for action, 

overcoming traditional structures of cultural cooperation. However, fragmentation generates other 

kinds of problems.  

In this way, collectives linked to civil society, the private sector and public authorities show up, 

aiming to shed light and promote international relations for the purpose of trade and exchange of 

cultural and creative goods and services related to internationalisation and placement of products 

from CELAC in the European area. Interactions linked to protectionist scenarios continue to develop 

at different levels of intensity, going with the flow of national political events. Cultural and artistic 

networks remain robust as expressions of the new structures of cooperation.   

The consolidation of a European cultural space generates the need of new relationships linked to 

creative and cultural entrepreneurship, new forms of association, co-working spaces, hubs, 

incubators, networks specialized in collaboration which promote actions in the fields of education, 

culture, science, economy, environment, among others. In this scenario, the work of networks is not 

likely to maintain a strong development, due to the prevailing position of the role of states in 

international relations policies.  

Budget constraints and a reduced priority for cultural policies limit governmental resources to 

support professionals who require training and education. In the medium term, this has a negative 

impact on bilateral and bi-regional cultural relations due to the absence of partnership structures 

that could replace the hegemonic role of state institutions. The abandonment by EU institutions of 

the bi-regional level means that mainly large EU countries with historical/traditional bonds with LAC 

and pre-existing plurilateral frameworks (such as Ibero-American cooperation, Francophonie, etc) 

are the only ones capable of maintaining a presence in the region. European cultural projects are 

presented mainly in strategic LAC cities or specific sectors with large economic impact. Conversely, 

the support of civil society platforms and activists (many of them actors of the cultural sector, as 

happened in Eastern European countries) grow. Consequently, although the associative sector 
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becomes weaker, members with stronger international connections benefit from some European 

funding schemes (many of them managed indirectly by private foundations or programmes). From a 

commercial perspective, large cultural firms (lobbying for the own interests) work almost exclusively 

in the most profitable markets. In this context, the issue of illegal activities (i.e. piracy and smuggling 

of cultural goods) is likely to become more pressing.  

In the “LAC backslides” scenario the region is marginalised from the dynamics of innovation that 

could develop at the international level, except for a few major cities and the most active 

practitioners that may have the capacity to build networks. Bi-regional cultural relations concentrate 

in the most experienced and reliable –thus less innovative- fields. 

In this scenario, increasing inequalities in LAC widens the existing gap between the two regions. 

Since cultural projects are not considered effective in improving equity and territorial cohesion, it 

remains a marginal topic in the bi-regional agenda. In a scenario of instability, cultural and linguistic 

diversity loses relevance, risking favouring only dominant cultures and languages. Even though 

rhetoric claims in support of cultural and linguistic diversity survive, concrete initiatives to move into 

that direction are non-existent due to a reduction in the funds available from both international and 

domestic sources.  

The worsening economic and social situation in LAC encourages a growing flow of migrants, 

reinforcing customs control and visa requirements. Paradoxically, at the same time the number of 

artists and cultural professionals trying to survive selling their products and services in external 

markets (Europe among them) increases, favouring creating exchanges between both regions. The 

lack of funding in LAC leaves the possibility of inviting artists, scholars and professionals in the hands 

of European public and private institutions.  

The fight against climate change and the prioritisation of sustainable development continue to be 

fundamental pillars of EU internal and external policies, while the economic and political situation in 

LAC results in a loss of relevance of environmental issues. In this scenario, conservation of world 

heritage sites (especially natural heritage ones) in LAC becomes an issue of secondary importance, 

risking the addition of more sites to the List of World Heritage Sites in Danger. Unfortunately, the 

sustainability discourse is more a rhetoric instrument than a policy priority in bi-regional relations. 

The backsliding of LAC leads the EU to focus on bilateral actions as opposed to bi-regional 

cooperation. The opportunity to create collaboration networks with other European operators is 

reduced to individual initiatives, with limited capacity to reach the wider region. Actions concentrate 

around elite places or interests, and only those cultural activities that have an economic interest 

continue to flourish.   
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